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ABSTRACT 

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon {a-Si:H) is useful in a variety of 

electronic devices. However, there is a fundamental light-induced degradation 

which is known as the "Staebler-Wronski (SW) effect." In order to improve the 

device quality of a-SiiH., it is essential to understand the mechanisms and the 

defects responsible for this fundamental instability. 

This dissertation consists of two parts. The first part presents a 

semiempirical tightbinding-based total energy functional for Si-H systems. The 

formalism is based on low-order moment scheme suggested by Carlsson, Fedders, 

and Myles (CFM). The total-energy functional (the Park-Myles functional) 

contains 8 parameters which are optimized by fitting to bond lengths and 

vibrational frequencies in SiHn molecules (n= 1,2,3,4). This functional and 

parameters are tested by applying them to various systems. The results are in 

very good agreement with experiments. This Si-H functional and the associated 

parameters are thus general enough that they can be applied to a variety of Si-H 

systems including a-Si:H. 

The second part presents results of a molecular-dynamics study of the 

defect formation associated with SW effect in a-Si'.H. These simulations were 

performed using forces obtained from the CFM and Park-Myles total-energy 

functionals. Two models of a-Si:H were investigated: a monohydride system and 

a dihydride system. It is found that the monohydride system is very stable against 



local excitations. However, threefold coordinated defects can be created by local 

excitations in the dihydride system. These defects, which are probably associated 

with the SW effect, occur only at highly strained Si-Si bonds. Also, a 

floating-bond can be broken by a local excitation with the creation of a 

dangling-bond at that site. Further, the dihydride system, which is less stable than 

the monohydride, exhibits no bond-breaking near H atoms. These results thus 

indicate that H is probably not involved in defect formation in undoped a-Si'.H. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon {a-Si:H) has been used in a variety of 

electronic devices, including photovoltaic cells, photoreceptors, charge-coupled 

devices and thin-film transistors [1, 2]. Its scientific attractions include a 

continuously adjustable band gap, a usable carrier lifetime and diffusion length, 

efficient optical transitions (highly probable direct absorption processes), and the 

capability of doping either n- or p-type dopants directly and simply during the 

deposition process [2]. Furthermore, it can be very easily fabricated as a thin film 

(< 1 jjLia) so that it can be made with low cost compared with crystalline-silicon 

(c-Si) and it requires a significantly smaller amount of raw material [2i. This 

material also has the advantage that it is capable of being deposited and processed 

over large areas. Thus, it is possible to make large area electronic arrays which 

contain up to 10^ individual elements, such as presently used in handheld 

televisions and FAX machines [1]. However, there is a reversible, Hght-induced 

fundamental degradation of this material which limits its device applications. This 

effect is known as the "Staebler-Wronski (SW) effect" [3, 4]. An understanding of 

the SW effect in a-Si:H can have practical importance and is also an interesting 

basic physics problem. In the present work, this effect is investigated theoretically 

using a semiempirical, total-energy-based Molecular Dynamics (MD) technique. 
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The SW effect may be summarized as follows. Prolonged exposure to Hght of 

either undoped and doped a-Si'.H films leads to a decrease in the dark 

conductivity and the photoconductivity. These can be restored to their original 

states by thermal annealing at 150°-220° C in the dark [1, 4]. Many experimental 

results show that metastable midgap defects in a-Si:H can be produced by 

illumination. Some experiments which have shown this are deep-level transient 

spectroscopy [5], subbandgap absorption [6], and electron-spin resonance f7-9j. In 

the SW effect, it is believed that the nonradiative recombination of photoexcited 

carriers is responsible for the creation of these defects [10]. It is also generally 

accepted that these light-induced defects, commonly believed to be threefold 

coordinated Si atoms or dangling bonds, are responsible for the conductivity 

decrease. In order to improve a-Si:H device quality, it thus is essential both to 

understand the mechanisms and the defects responsible for this fundamental 

instability and to understand the role that H plays in this process. 

Despite extensive studies, the microscopic mechanisms responsible for the SW 

effect stiU need to be clarified. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain 

this effect, but basically there are two types of microscopic models [11]. One class 

of models is based on the idea of breaking "weak" Si-Si or Si-H bonds [10,12-14]. 

However, an exact or quantum-mechanical description of these weak bonds has 

not been offered, nor have any details of how a weak bond breaks. The second 

class of models is based on idea that new defects are created by the movement of 
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an impurity, a native defect, or an H atom that is bonded in a special way. For 

example, the reversible changes in the charges or hybridization states of already 

existing dangling bonds [15, 16], the generation of pairs of dangling- and 

floating-bond defects [17], the formation of metastable diatomic H complexes [18], 

and a metastable bridge-bonded H interstitial defect [19] are aU possibilities. 

Among these microscopic models, the bond-breaking model has been the most 

generally accepted. 

Within the bond breaking model, there are at least three variations. Morigaki 

et al. [12] and Pankove and Berkeyheiser [13] suggested that the metastable 

defects are produced simply by the breaking of weak Si-Si bonds with the creation 

of dangling bonds. On the other hand, Stutzmann et al. [10] proposed that the 

energy released by the nonradiative recombination of the photoexcited carriers 

leads not only to the breaking of weak Si-Si bonds and creation of dangling 

bonds, but also to the rearrangement of some of the H atoms. Finally, Qin and 

Kong [14] proposed a weak Si-H bond-breaking model to explain this effect. It is 

possible that H plays an important role in defect formation in the SW effect, and 

some recent theories [20] support this idea. However, recent experimental [21], and 

theoretical work [22] indicates that the light-induced defects are probably not 

created near H atoms. This clearly casts doubt on theories which require 

rearrangement of H^s in the defect formation. One of the purposes of this study is 

to clarify the role of H in the defect formation associated with the SW effect. This 



is accomplished by investigating the bond breaking model using the semiempirical. 

total-energy-based MD technique discussed in detail in later chapters. 

Recently, there have been several MD simulations of a-Si'.H using forces 

obtained from classical interatomic potentials, whose form is based on physically 

motivated guesses [22-27]. By contrast, in this work, the forces are obtained from 

quantum mechanically derived total-energy functionals which can describe the 

system more generally [28, 29]. The semiempirical total-energy functionals of 

Carlsson, Fedders, and Myles [28] (CFM) and of Park and Myles [29] (PM) are 

used for the Si-Si and Si-H interactions, respectively. The forms of these 

tightbinding-based cluster functionals are based on the moment method [30]. 

Unlike other tight binding based methods, they do not have the form of simple 

interatomic potentials. Further, even though the method is tightbinding-based, the 

total energy functional does not have the usual tightbinding form [28, 29]. Details 

of these functionals and the results of their tests on a number of Si and Si-H 

systems may be found in Refs. [28] and [29] and in Chapter III. 

In this dissertation, we (1) develop a good semiempirical total-energy 

functional for Si-H interatomic interactions and (2) use the forces calculated from 

this total-energy functional, along with CFM total-energy functional for the Si-Si 

interactions, to perform MD simulations to study the defect formation by light in 

undoped a-Si'.H. 
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Our formalism for the total-energy functional for Si-H interactions is based on 

the semiempirical formalism for total energies suggested by CFM [28] and uses 

moments of the tight-binding Hamiltonian. It contains 8 Si-H parameters which 

were optimized by fitting to bond lengths and vibrational frequencies in SiHn 

molecules (7i=l,2,3,4). We have tested this functional by applying it to the 

calculation of various properties of SiHn and Si-jHe molecules and of the 

hydrogenated Si (111) surface. The results are in very good agreement both with 

experiments and with first principles calculations. This functional and the 

associated parameters are thus general enough that they can be applied to a 

variety of Si-H systems, including a-Si:H. 

We have performed Mt) simulations of the bond-breaking model in undoped 

a-Si:H within the superceU approximation using the total-energy functionals and 

parameters of the CFM and PM schemes. A localized excitation was used to 

model the non-radiative energy transfer from photoexcited electron-hole pairs to 

the system. In order to simulate the three variations of the bond-breaking model, 

we have applied localized excitations at (i) weak Si-Si bonds with no H bonded 

to either Si, (ii) weak Si-Si bonds at hydride sites, and (iii) weak Si-H bonds. In 

order to investigate the stability difference to local excitations between 

monohydride and dihydride samples, two different types of supercells were used. 

One contained only silicon monohydrides and the other contained only silicon 

dihydride species. 
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The results of our MD simulations qualitatively show that the H atom is not 

involved in defect formation in a-Si:H random networks. Therefore, we conclude 

that the role of H atoms in the SW effect in undoped a-Si.H is to saturate the 

dangling bonds and relieve strains in the system, i.e., it plays a passive role. These 

results qualitatively support the simple weak Si-Si bond-breaking model because 

we find no defect formation near the H atoms. In addition, we find that the 

dihydride system shows less stability against local excitations than the 

monohydride system. 

We note that no computer simulation has come close to reproducing the 

realistic laboratory conditions required to generate light-induced defect formation 

in a-Si'.H. Experimentally, prolonged illumination, particularly at high light 

intensities, leads to a saturation of the metastable defect density, with saturated 

densities of the order 10^' cm~^ for device-quality films [31]. The SW defect thus 

occurs with a probability of about 10~^ to 10~^ per atom. MD simulations for 

covalently bonded materials are typically performed with supercells containing less 

than a few hundred atoms. Even smaller supercells, containing only 60 atoms, are 

used in this work. Therefore, because of its very low probability, the true SW 

effect is not expected to be generated by our approach. Also, because of the 

necessity to use short time steps, it is unlikely that anyone will simulate the true 

SW effect with realistic laboratory conditions in the near future. However, it is 

still possible to introduce relevant defects that may be connected to the SW effect 



into the supercells, and this may provide some insight into the microscopic 

mechanisms responsible for this effect. 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter II. a 

brief review of the MD computer simulation method is presented. In Chapter III, 

an outline of the formalism used to develop the semiempirical total-energy 

functional for Si-H interatomic interactions is presented. This formaHsm was 

originally developed by CFM [28] for Si-Si interactions. In Chapter IV, we 

present information concerning fitting and optimizing the Si-H parameters and 

some test results of the total-energy functional and parameters. In Chapter \ , the 

monohydride and dihydride supercell models of a-Si'.H random network, proposed 

by Guttman and Fong [32], which we use as the initial conditions for our 

simulations, are presented. In Chapter VI, the results of MD simulations of defect 

formation in a-Si:H, within the bond-breaking model of the SW effect, are 

presented. Finally, Chapter VIII contains a summary and conclusions. 



CHAPTER II 

BRIEF REVIEW OF MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 

2.1 Introduction 

The recent and dramatic advances in computer technology have greatly 

extended the range of problems to which computer simulation methods can be 

applied. The investigation of physical phenomena by means of computer 

simulation has rapidly and continuously grown in science and engineering and wiU 

undoubtedly be enhanced further by the development of good and inexpensive 

workstations. In the literature, the terms "computer simulation" and "computer 

experiment" are often used interchangeably. This wiU also be true in this 

dissertation. 

The techniques used in simulations are of two general types: one is called 

Molecular Dynamics (MD), and the other is caUed Monte Carlo. The common 

feature of the two techniques is that they are based on a molecular description of 

the system of interest. In Monte Carlo simulations, the particle positions are 

generated stochastically so that a new configuration depends only on the previous 

configuration [33]. In Molecular Dynamics, the positions are obtained by 

numerically solving the equations of motion, Newton's second law, F = m-^ for 

each particle [34]. The forces can be obtained either from some assumed 

interatomic potentials or from the derivative of the total energy, F = —\/Eiot, 

8 
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where Etot is the total energy of the system. Chapters III and IV will show details 

of the calculation of the total energy of the Si-H system of interest here. If F can 

be calculated, one can perform MD simulations. If the system is allowed to evolve 

for long times, its observable thermodynamic properties can be obtained as time 

averages over the trajectories by using the Ergodic Theorem [34-37]. Unlike the 

Monte Carlo method, MD can be used in the study of time-dependent processes 

[37]. Another advantage of the MD simulation method is that physical laws in 

complex situations can be easily investigated. NonHnearity, lack of symmetry, and 

many body problems are not obstacles to investigation by this method. The MD 

simulation method is the approach taken in this work. The primary purpose of 

this chapter is to present a brief general review of this method for the reader 

unfamiliar with this technique. 

Molecular dynamics solves the Newton's Second Law equations of motion, 

which are a set of second-order differential equations: 

F, = m-^,, (2.1) 

where the dot is a partial derivative with respect to time and the subscript i 

denotes the particle i. In general, this is a many body problem, with the 

instantaneous force on atom i depending through Etot on the instantaneous 

positions of all of the atoms it is interacting with. The two most important 

aspects of the solution to these equations are (1) the evaluation of the forces and 
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(2) the integration scheme for solving Eq. (2.1). The calculation of forces is quite 

straightforward for a system described by pcdr-additive potentials. This is not the 

case for covalent solids such as Si and a-Si'.H, because the angular nature of the 

bonding requires the inclusion of three and four body effects which not possible 

with pair-additive potentials. A more sophisticated total energy scheme which 

includes such effects is thus required to obtain accurate forces for MD simulations 

in these materials. There have been many approaches to the development of such 

schemes [22-27]. The forces which are used in this work are calculated from 

total-energy functionals developed by CFM and PM [28, 29]. The details are 

discussed in Chapter VI. The integration scheme used to solve Eq. (2.1) 

numerically must be efficient and accurate. Many methods have been proposed, 

but only a few have survived in practice. Further details concerning the integration 

scheme used in this dissertation are discussed in section 2.3 of this Chapter. 

2.2 Some Limitations of Molecular Dynamics 

2.2.1 Finite observation time 

Since the ensemble average is not easily accessible in computer simulations, 

what one computes in MD is a time average. According to the Ergodic Theorem, 

the ensemble average can be replaced by the time average for long enough times 

[34]. This is the first basic assumption of the MD simulation method. The 

ensemble average of the quantity A is formally given by 
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<A>= Z-^ f A{r)f{f)di^, (2.2) 

where 

Z= [ f(f)df, (2.3) 

the distribution function / specifies the appropriate ensemble for the problem, and 

f is the set of coordinates describing the system. 

In general, the time average of the quantity A, over the finite time interval to 

to t is given by, 

At = {t-to)-' f A{r{t))dt. (2.4) 
Jto 

The Ergodic Theorem states that the time average approaches the ensemble 

average for very large times. Formally, this means. 

< A > = A o c . (2.5) 

Obviously, MD computer simulations cannot foUow a path over an infinitely long 

time. This is one of the major limitations of the MD simulation method. The 

observation time is limited so that only a finite portion of phase space is sampled. 

A standard for the sampling time is several multiples of the relaxation time for the 

property of interest [37]. 
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2.2.2 Finite size effect 

In general, one is interested in the computation of a property in the 

thermodynamic limit, i.e., as the number of particles approaches infinity. However, 

computer simulations allow only small system sizes compared to the 

thermodynamic limit so that there are finite size effects. This is a second major 

limitation of the MD simulation method. For covalently bonded materials, MD is 

typically applied to systems containing less than a few hundred atoms. Surface 

effects, which are interactions of the atoms with the container waUs, dominate in 

such small systems. In actual simulations of solid state properties, these surface 

effects are usually not of interest. 

In order to reduce these effects, periodic boundary conditions are usually 

introduced. To use periodic boundary conditions in a simulation of N atoms 

confined to a volume V, it is imagined that V is only a small portion of the bulk 

material. The volume V is called the prim,ary cell. It is representative of the bulk 

material to the extent that the bulk is assumed to be composed of the primary cell 

surrounded by exact replicas of itself. These replicas are called image cells. Each 

of the image cells are the same size and shape as the primary cell and contains N 

atoms, which are images of the atoms in the primary cell. Thus the primary cell is 

imagined to be periodically replicated in all directions to form a macroscopic 

sample of the substance of interest. This periodicity extends to the positions and 
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momenta of the images in image cells. The primary cell, which is surrounded by 

its image cells with periodic boundary conditions, is called the supercell. 

The number of image cells needed depends on the range of the interatomic 

forces. Formally, each atom in the primary ceU interacts with all TV — 1 other 

atoms and aU their images. In order to avoid considering an infinite number of 

interparticle interactions, a m,inim,um. image approximation is usually introduced 

[34]. In this approximation, the distance r,j between particle i at r, and particle j 

at Fj is given by 

r,j = mm|r , — TJ + (Zx + my -|- nz)L\ (2.6) 

where Z, m, and n are arbitrary integers and L is the linear size of the primary cell 

with V = L^. In this approximation, therefore, a particle in the primary cell 

interacts only with each of the iV - 1 other particles in the primary cell or their 

nearest images. Thus, in this minimum image approximation, only those image 

ceUs that adjoin the primary cell are needed. For example, for squares in two 

dimensions, there are 8 adjacent image cells. For cubes, in three dimensions, there 

are 26 adjacent image cells. In the case of systems with long-range forces, this 

simplification is not permissible, and interactions with all the images need to be 

taken into account [35]. 
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A cutoff radius, r^, for the interparticle interactions given by the condition 

Tc < L/2 (2.7) 

is also usually used. In order to avoid finite size effects, the value of L should be 

chosen so large tha t the forces that would occur for distances larger than L/2 are 

negligibly small. 

The question of how the system properties are influenced by the periodic 

boundary conditions is not yet fuUy understood and remains to be investigated 

more closely. In general, use of periodic boundary conditions restricts molecular 

dynamics to studies of short-range interactions [37]. The periodic boundary 

conditions clearly affect some properties of the computations, but they also have 

some advantages. For example, introducing them allows one to calculate the 

specific heat , tempera ture fiuctuations, entropy, and other thermodynamic 

properties which are inaccessible without them [34]. 

In this work, the superceU approximation is used with periodic boundary 

conditions and the minimum image approximation. 

2.3 Integration Schemes 

2.3.1 Verlet Algorithm 

Many algorithms for integrating the equations of motion have been developed 

for MD simulations. The simplest finite-difference method tha t has been widely 
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used in molecular dynamics is a third-order Stormer algorithm, first used by Verlet 

[38] and known as the Verlet algorithm [34-38]. It offers the virtues of simpUcity 

and good stabiUty for moderately large time steps [37, 39!. 

To solve the equations of motion on a computer, we construct a finite 

difference scheme for the differential equations. From the difference equations we 

can then derive recursion relations for the positions and velocities. These 

algorithms are performed in a step-by-step manner. Then the integration forward 

in time can proceed. 

The most straightforward discretization of the differential equation comes from 

the Taylor expansion. Using this expansion, Newton's second law can be 

discretized as foUows: 

where A^ is the time step and m is the mass of the particle. From this, one can 

derive the Verlet algorithm. Alternatively, the Verlet algorithm can be derived 

from a combination of two Taylor expansions for position from time t forward to 

^-t-At and from t backward to t~At: 

dr(t) 1 d'^r(t) ^ 1 d^r(t) . 
rit + At) = rit) + -j^At + ^ - ^ A * ^ + ^^^At^ - O(At^), (2.9) 
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. ( . - AO . . ( 0 - ^ A ^ . i ^ A . ^ - i ^ A . _ 0 ( A . ) . (2.10) 

Adding these two expansions eUminates aU odd-order terms, leaving 

dhit) 
r{t -f At) = 2r{t) - r{t - At) + —jj^At^ -f C>(Ai-'). (2.11) 

This is Verlet's algorithm for positions. 

To estimate velocities, there have been various schemes. One scheme used by 

Verlet himself, uses the first-order central difference estimator. 

We can rewrite Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) as algorithmic terms. The acceleration term 

in (2.11) can be obtained from Eq. (2.8), 

rĵ +i = 2rr - r r ' + i^"Ai^m, (2.13) 

and 

f," = ( ' - r ' - ' - r ' ) / { 2 A t ) (2.14) 

where i is a particle label and n—1, n, and n + l denote the time step at which the 

calculation is done. Equations. (2.13) and (2.14) along with the initial conditions, 

constitute the Verlet algorithm. Note that at the (n-f l)st step, the computed 

positions are at the (n+l )s t step, but the computed velocities are those of the 
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previous time, i.e., the nth step. The Verlet algorithm is not a self-starting 

method. The initial positions must be suppUed as weU as one more set of 

positions. The positions at r] can be easily obtained from initial positions, i.e., r^ 

using Eq. (2.11). 

The Verlet algorithm can be reformulated in a velocity form to give a 

numericaUy more stable method. The details of derivations are presented in 

Appendix A. The velocity form of the Verlet algorithm is given by 

rj'+i = r," - Atv^ + FpAty{2m), (2.15) 

v^+' = v^ - AtiFp-^' + FP)/{2m). (2.16) 

This algorithm is superior to the original one in many ways. First, the positions 

and velocities are calculated at the same time step. Second, the numerical 

stability is enhanced [34], which is very important for long runs. This velocity 

form is the algorithm which is used to perform our MD simulations. 

2.3.2 Errors 

With initial conditions, iterative appUcations of Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) 

generate an approximation to the trajectory {'r'i{t),Vi{t)} of each particle in the 

system. This calculated trajectory wiU have errors associated with it. These errors 

may accumulate as the iterative calculation proceeds. 
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A finite-difference method incurs two types of errors. One is the truncation 

error and another is the round-off error. The truncation error refers to the 

accuracy with which a finite difference method approximates the true solution to a 

differential equation. When a finite-difference equation is written in a Taylor series 

form, the truncation error is measured by the first nonzero term that has been 

omitted from the series. For example, the Verlet algorithm has a local truncation 

error that varies as (A )̂"* and hence it is a third-order method, even though it 

contains no third-order terms. With usual time steps, high-order methods have 

smaller truncation errors than low-order methods. The principal defense against 

truncation error is to reduce the size of the integration time step {At). However, if 

At is too smaU, too much computer time would be required for a simulation. 

In principle, the Verlet algorithm has time reversibiUty. Running the system 

backwards in time leads to the same equations and sends it back to its initial 

conditions. However, due to the truncation error and the inevitable round-off 

errors of finite precision arithmetic, if this is actuaUy tried, the trajectories wiU 

move apart from their original paths. 

Round-off error results from the implementation of the finite-difference 

algorithm. At each time step there is an addition of the form 0 ( l ) ^ 0 ( A i ' ) , 

introducing a round-off error into the integration of the equations of motion. The 

principal defense against round-off errors is to write efficient, nonredundant codes 
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and to use high-precision arithmetic. Therefore, double precision has been used in 

aU our simulations. 

2.3.3 Time step 

In MD simulations, a general performance measure of algorithms of the Verlet 

type is the rate at which they cause the system to converge to a minimum-energy 

state. A given problem normaUy requires a certain amount of real time to 

converge, and the computational effort is then determined by the size of the time 

step At. Global truncation error and global round-off error both depend on the 

size of the integration time step. At [37]. There is also a compromise in choosing 

At between better stabiUty and longer observational time. Some authors have 

shown that some recipes choose the largest possible time step. At, that is allowed 

for stabiUty of some specific systems [39, 40]. However, for the simulations in this 

work, the usual time step A^ = 1.8 x 10~̂ ® s (0.18 fs) was chosen. As a rule of 

thumb, in case of simulations with H on the computer, due to its small mass, the 

time step is usuaUy chosen about ~ ^ of the time step for c-Si or a-Si [11]. 

2.4 Initialization 

The first part of a simulation is the assignment of the initial conditions. 

Depending on the algorithm, different conditions are required. In general, the 

exact initial conditions of a system of interest are not known. Indeed, this is the 

starting point for a statistical-mechanics treatment. For the MD simulations, there 
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are various possible assignments. The initial velocities are usually assigned at 

random from the MaxweU-Boltzmann distribution or a normal distribution. This 

is the method used in this dissertation. The MaxweU-Boltzmann distribution is 

perhaps the most important nonuniform, continuous distribution. A normal 

distribution with mean zero and standard deviation of one has the form, 

F(x) = 4 = r ^"'''''̂ «- (2-17) 

y Z'K «/-oc 

The significance of this distribution is discussed in Refs. [41] and [42]. The 

algorithm in Refs. [34, 41, 42] is used to compute this distribution. A program 

which can generate random velocities with a MaxwelUan distribution for the 

specified temperature is shown in Appendix B. Note that the total Unear 

momentum is constrained to be zero to avoid translational motion of the system as 

a whole. The precise choice of the initial conditions is in principle irrelevant, since 

for long enough simulations the system wiU lose aU memory of the initial state. 

2.5 Microcanonical Ensemble Molecular Dynamics 

The total energy is a conserved quantity for an isolated system. In 

conventional MD simulations, the number of particles as weU as the volume are 

fixed. The total Unear momentum that is set to zero to avoid translational motion 

of the system as a whole is another conserved quantity. However, the kinetic 

energy and the potential energy are not conserved quantities. We can evaluate the 
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temperature of the system from the mean kinetic energy by the Equipartition 

Theorem [34]. When we consider a D-dimensional A^-body system, the 

instantaneous temperature T is defined by the mean-squared velocity relative to 

the local stream velocity Vo, 

1 777 

-i)AffcT = ^ - ( , ; , - ^ , „ ) ^ (2.18) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant and m is the mass of a particle. 

Since the superceU should not move, a zero total Unear momentum must be 

assured. This removes three degrees of freedom from the system and must be 

taken into account in the calculation of the temperature. 

1 777 

-(DiV - 3)fcT = 5 : - ( ^ , - ^,„)^ (2.19) 
i 

Since, for large N, it does not make too much difference, a factor DN has 

traditionally been used instead of [DN—Z). 

2.6 Canonical Ensemble Molecular Dynamics 

In the microcanonical ensemble, the total energy and volume are fixed. 

Alternatively, temperature can be used as an independent variable, aUowing the 

energy and volume to fluctuate. However, in this case temperature characterizes 

an ensemble of the systems and not the individual members. It may be necessary 

to average over many states in an equiUbrium statistical ensemble in order to 
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estimate the corresponding temperature. In real laboratory experiments, the 

temperature can be monitored by measurement even under nonequiUbrium 

conditions. In computer experiments, one would also expect to measure 

time-dependent temperatures. Thus, temperature can be usefuUy defined as 

instantaneous mechanical phase functions in individual systems in molecular 

dynamics simulations. 

We take the definition of temperature from Eq. (2.19). Since the constraint of 

constant kinetic energy removes one more degree of freedom, in the canonical 

ensemble, the instantaneous temperature is given by 

1 777 

{DN-4)kT = j:j(v.-v,f. (2.20) 
1 

Then, a canonical ensemble of configurations can be generated, in which the 

probabiUty of any configuration with energy Ep is proportional to e~^^'^*^^\ where 

T is the temperature just defined [43]. 

When the MD simulations are performed with constant temperature instead of 

constant energy, the system needs to be conceptually coupled to a heat bath. 

There are a number of ways of controlUng the temperature during simulations, 

such as velocity scaling, Langevin dynamics, and T-coupling [44]. The most 

common way of achieving a constant temperature is the velocity scaUng method 
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[34, 37]. Velocity scaUng consists of the periodic uniform scaUng of the velocities 

at each of the MD steps as 

^neu; ^ ^old^^ j 2 . 2 l ) 

where ^ = y-j^- Here Trej is the desired temperature and T is the calculated 

temperature. This velocity scaling technique is used in this dissertation. 

2.7 EquiUbration 

In many cases, we are interested in the final equiUbrated ground-state, i.e.. the 

T=0 state, after a local disturbance. There are several special techniques to find 

the ground-state equiUbrium configuration, such as power quenching, periodic 

quenching [45], dynamical quenching [46-49], steepest descent quenching [50], and 

simulated annealing techniques [51]. 

Since the power quenching technique is very efficient, aU of the quenching has 

been done by this technique in this work. In this technique, each velocity 

component is quenched individuaUy. At each time step, if the directions of forces 

and velocity components have opposite sign, the velocity component is set equal to 

zero. AU atoms are then aUowed to accelerate at the next time step. This 

quenching process is repeated until the maximum differences between both the 

forces and the total energies at nth and the (n + l)st time step reach specified 

tolerances. 



CHAPTER III 

TOTAL ENERGY FORMALISM 

The MD method is a technique which can be useful for simulating the 

vibrations of molecules and soUds, defect reactions in crystalUne and amorphous 

materials, and a wide range of other time-dependent phenomena, as discussed in 

Chapter II. It can thus be used to predict the static and the dynamic properties of 

a system. 

It is assumed that the nuclei move with time according to the classical 

equations of motion and that the electronic problem is solved quantum 

mechanically at the same time. This decoupUng can be justified by the 

Born-Oppenheim.er approximation [52, 53]. This is discussed in more detail in 

Chapter VI. The MD method computes phase space trajectories of a coUection of 

particles which individuaUy obey classical laws of motion [34]. In order to perform 

MD simulations, the forces need to be obtained at each MD step. This process is 

the most important and the most time consuming job in the MD simulations. 

The forces acting on an atom at position f*, are in general determined by 

taking the derivative of the total electronic energy, Eiot, with respect to f*,, 

#. = - ^ . (3.1) 

Ideally, the forces should be obtained from a total electronic energy, Etot, which is 

derived from the quantum mechanical electronic structure [54]. For the Si-Si and 

24 
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Si-H interactions of interest to us for simulations of a-Si:H, aU of the derivatives 

needed in Eq. (3.1) can be evaluated from the CFM and PM total energy schemes. 

These forces wiU be discussed further in Chapter VI. Ii F can be calculated, the 

equation of motion F = m^ can be solved numericaUy, and one can perform MD 

computer simulations. 

There have been many schemes to determine the total energy for various 

systems, including a-Si'.H. These schemes may be divided into two categories, 

''ab-imtio'" [45, 47, 49, 50, 54], and "fitted" schemes [22-29,55,56]. The category is 

determined by its dependence on empirical methods or more sophisticated 

theoretical techniques [53, 57]. Both types of schemes are important. Ab-initio 

schemes obtain the total energy from an ab-initio calculation of the quantum 

mechanical properties of the system. Thus, this method does not contain any 

empirical parameters [49, 54]. 

The fitted schemes are less accurate than the ab-initio ones, but use much less 

computational time. They can therefore better handle cases of large superceUs 

(>1000 atoms) or large numbers of time steps, such as more than 20,000 time 

steps (>10 ps) in MD simulations. A very large number of calculations have been 

performed with fitted schemes [22-29,53-57]. In fitted schemes, one begins with a 

functional form, and obtains parameters by fitting to a selected database of 

experimental data or accurate theoretical calculations. The functional form can be 

taken from a theoretical analysis; for example, semiempirical functionals can be 
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obtained from a tight-binding analysis or from detailed quantum mechanical 

considerations [28, 29]. On the other hand, one can use a physically motivated 

functional form [22-27]. 

The forces between atoms in covalent soUds are more compUcated than a sum 

of two-body forces, because the strength of the covalent bond must be 

quantum-mechanicaUy derived and it contains many body effects which depend on 

the local environment. To try to simulate this effect, several types of interatomic 

potentials have been developed [22-27]. However, in these schemes, the angular 

dependence of the forces has not been based on a systematic quantum-mechanical 

analysis, but rather on physically motivated guesses. Furthermore, the many-body 

effects are clearly rooted in the quantum mechanical electronic structure of the 

material. 

Recently, Carlsson et al. (CFM) [28] suggested a new type of semiempirical 

total-energy functional for semiconductors which has a form based on an 

approximate quantum-mechanical analysis. UnUke empirical interatomic potential 

schemes, the CFM functional cannot be written as a simple closed form function 

of some parameters. Instead, it is constructed as a function of the moments of a 

tight-binding Hamiltonian. It has been successfuUy appUed to both c-Si [28] and 

a-Si [11]. This scheme is quite general, and in this dissertation I extend it to Si-H 

interactions and apply it to MD simulations in a-Si:H. 
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A semiempirical total-energy functional for Si-H interactions has been 

developed by Park and Myles (PM) [29] beginning with the CFM model. The 

parameters are obtained by fitting to bond lengths and vibrational frequencies in 

SiHn molecules (n=l,2,3,4). Our MD simulations in a-Si'.H are performed using 

total energies and forces calculated from this total-energy functional and 

parameters. 

The PM formaUsm is essentiaUy the same as that of CFM [28]; however, in the 

present case, it is extended to Si-H interactions, in contrast to CFM who treated 

Si-Si interactions. For completeness, this formaUsm is briefly summarized here. It 

begins with an one-electron, tight-binding Hamiltonian of the form 

where i,j denote atomic positions, a,/5 are locaUzed s, px, py, and p~ orbitals, and 

E°'{i) is an orbital energy at site i. The coupUngs h^^ are assumed to have a two 

center form with angular dependences given by the Slater-Koster relations [58, 59]. 

The physical origin of these can briefly be described as foUows. 

Electrons in soUds can be divided into two groups: (1) valence electrons, which 

contribute to the chemical bonding and (2) core electrons, which are tightly bound 

in the closed sheUs of the lattice ions and which barely influence the properties of 

the soUd. Consequently, we usuaUy consider the valence electrons and lattice ions 

as independent constituents of a soUd [52]. 
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Let us first consider Si-Si interactions. Si possesses four electrons in its 

outermost sheU. In the isolated atom, two of these fiU the 35 subsheU, while the 

other two are in the 3p subsheU. However, to form covalent bonds, Si ordinarily 

promotes one of the 35 electrons into the 3p state. In this configuration, Si has 

four valence electrons denoted as Zs^ZplSpySpl, and the electron charge density is 

greatest in the direction of the nearest neighboring atoms. With this sp"^ hybrid 

configuration, for Si-Si interactions, when we choose the x axis as a directional 

bonding axis with neighboring atom, 5 states and p^ states couple and form four a 

states with coupUng energies; hsstr-, hsp(r-, hpsa-, and hpp(r [59]. However, the py 

orbitals of atoms i and j couple only to each other and form ir states with 

coupUng energy hpp-,: [59]. Similarly, the pz orbitals form TT states with coupUng 

energy hpp^^. Note that the two pairs of coupled s and p states have matrix 

elements of opposite sign, hspa = —hpaa, because of the difference in the sign of the 

p lobe in the two cases. Therefore the Si-Si coupUngs in the Hamiltonian H are 

completely determined by four functions; hssa, hgp^, hpp^,, and /ipp̂ ^ [28, 59]. These 

have both radial and angular dependences. 

In the Si-H interaction, the H atom has only one l5 electron. Therefore, the 

only coupUngs are a Uke with coupUng energies hsscr and h^pf^. Therefore, the Si-H 

coupUngs in the Hamiltonian are completely determined by two functions /î ŝ r and 

hsjxT, which also have both radial and angular dependences [29]. 
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I now focus my discussion on the Si-H interactions, since they have been part 

of my work. However, much of what foUows is generaUy vaUd for Si-Si 

interactions also; these were discussed by CFM. 

Even though the Hamiltonian contains only two-body terms, the CFM and 

PM total-energy functionals are more general than this. In particular, as is shown 

below, by the use of a moment scheme, for each site i, this functional accounts for 

local environment effects in up to four-atom paths beginning and ending on site i. 

The tight-binding total energy Uj^^ is formaUy given as the sum of the 

energies of the occupied one-electron states. Rather than diagonaUze the 

Hamiltonian, Eq (3.2), and sum over its occupied eigenvalues as is common in 

tightbinding schemes [56], we begin by writing Ujg^ in terms of the density of 

states, p{E) as, 

UTB'^ = 2 / "̂  Ep{E)dE, (3.3) 

where Ef is the Fermi energy and the factor of 2 accounts for spin degeneracy. As 

is usual in the tightbinding approximation, the spin state of the electron is not 

expUcitly considered. For a perfect, periodic crystalUne material, it is trivial to 

obtain p{E) and thus to perform the integral in Eq. (3.3). However, this 

evaluation is not as simple for a material without periodicity. In order to be able 

to treat such a case, it is convenient to divide Eq.(3.3) into individual atomic 

contributions: 
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'EF 

U^S^ = E f̂ ffi - 2 ^ / ' Ep.{E)dE. (3.4) 

In order to obtain an approximate value for Ujf^. one can use the moments of 

pi[E), which are defined by 

/xn(0= f'^' E"p,{E)dE. (3.5) 

The detailed physical interpretation of the fin{i) may be found in Ref. [30]. 

However, in brief, they can be interpreted in terms of an electron hopping in 

n-atom paths beginning and ending at site i. This electron hopping is 

schematically shown in Figure 3.1. The moments are thus determined by the local 

environment of site i. Using the tight-binding Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.2), they can be 

obtained exactly for aU n without knowing pi{E). For example, one can define a 

second-moment matrix ii2{i)^ which is given by the sum of pair terms [28 ,̂ 

p,f{i) =< i,a\H'\i,(3 >= {E^{i))'8^.s + E C ^ ' " - (3-6) 

Matrices for higher moments, /x"^(i) can similarly be expressed as sums of n-atom 

paths [60]. Knowledge of aU the fin{i) determines pi{E) uniquely [60-62]. If one 

keeps TV moments, pi{E) and thus Ujg is a functional of each of them. The latter 

can thus be formally written as UJB = UTB{i^2{i),fJ'3{i),---^f^N{i))' 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagrams of electron hoppings in n-atom paths beginning and 
ending at site i. The moments are thus determined by the local environment of site 

z. 
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The tight-binding total energy, U-f^'^ does not give the correct total electronic 

energy because it is a purely attactive energy which yields an attactive force. An 

additional repulsive potential is necessary to obtain a reaUstic total energy which 

prevents the lattice from coUapsing. The physical origins of this repulsive 

potential are a repulsive two-body potential between the nuclei and the PauU 

repulsion resulting from the overlap between the occupied electron states on 

neighboring sites [59]. To simulate this repulsive contribution to the energy, a two 

body potential, V^^ is introduced. 

In this approximation, the total energy functional thus has the form: 

Eiot = ̂ Yly'^'ihJ)^EUTB{fl2{i).f^3{i),-,Mi))' (3.7) 
j « 

It should be emphasized that Etot written in this form contains contributions from 

the local environment of each site i which come from up to TV-atom paths 

beginning and ending on site i. Thus, it contains TV-body terms from which 

effective TV-body potentials can obtained [28]. Therefore, in contrast to many 

tightbinding schemes, the attractive part of Etot in this form is not simply the sum 

of the one-electron eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, but contains many body 

contributions. 

Although the exact evaluation of Uj^ requires the values of aU the moments 

on site i, foUowing Ref. [28], we include contributions only up to //4(i). In this 

scheme, we thus include only up to four-atom paths beginning and ending on site 
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i. Our total energy Etot (and that of CFM) thus contains two-, three-, and 

four-body effects. 

In a Si-H system, there are three different types of two-body interatomic 

interactions. These are Si-Si, Si-H, and H-H interactions. For the Si-Si 

interactions, the CFM functional and parameters [28] are used. To simulate the 

Si-H and H-H interatomic interactions, the CFM model must be generalized. To 

simulate the Si-H interactions, we have used the CFM total energy functional 

form with the parameters determined by fitting to the bond lengths and some of 

the vibrational frequencies of SiHn (n=l,2,3,4) molecules. Since the vibrational 

modes of a-Si'.H and SiHn occur at similar frequencies, the Si-H interaction in 

SiHn should be a reasonable first approximation for the Si-H interaction in 

a-Si:H. 

The total energy functional in the CFM model has the form 

Eto, = ^ E y^^'i^J) + 4 " + E,ip + 4 " , (3.8) 
2 . 

where, 

4 " = E 4 " ( 0 = -Er'-[/i2(0]'^ (3.9) 

£,., = B^|Mr(i)P, (3.10) 
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and 

4 ' ' = E Eit\i) = C j:[^,{i) - ^f\i)]/(^,,(i)f'\ (3.11) 

Here, 

M?'(i) = Tr[A2(i)]^ (3.12) 

and 

M.(i) = E E K'h^hfxr- (3.13) 
jkl aff-yS 

(2) 

The E^i term, obtained from the second-moment matrix /i2(0' contains 

information about the radial and angular distribution of the neighbors of 

atom i [63]. The E^i term is a sum of four-body path terms, multipUed by an 

environmental factor. The Edip term contains the self-energy of the electrostatic 

dipole that is created when an atom is placed in an environment lacking inversion 

symmetry. The quantities B and C are adjustable constants. More details may be 

found in Refs. [28] and [29]. 

In order to simulate the H-H interatomic interaction, the CFM total-energy 

functional form has been used with the parameters determined using an isolated 

hydrogen molecule. Since the ground state of the hydrogen electron is an s state, 

there is no Edip term. The E^[ ^ term is also neglected in this case and thus only 
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two-body terms in the H-H interaction part of the total energy are included. This 

approximation is valid for small H concentrations in Si. Thus, it is a good 

approximation for the a-Si'.H systems of interest where the typical H 

concentration is 10-15 % [1, 64]. The total energy functional for the H-H 

interaction in this approximation thus has only two terms: the E^^^ term and the 

V'^P{i,j) term. 

The radial parts of /iJ"/ and V''''^{i,j) are assumed to have the form [28] 

h{r) = A r dr' r dr"e-'''" - a -f 6(r^ , , - r) (3.14) 
Jo Jo 

for r < rmaxi and h[r) = 0 for r > rmax- Here a and b are chosen to eUminate 

discontinuities in h{r) and h (r) at rmax-, and h (r) is a derivative of h{r) with 

respect to r. rmax is a cutoff radius. Because the E^f term is responsible for most 

o 

of the computation time, we have chosen a smaUer value of rmaxi 4.4 A, than the 

value, 6.0 A, used in the other terms. The form of Eq. (3.14) guarantees that the 

interaction, its derivative (the force), and its second derivative (the force constant) 

are monotonicaUy decreasing functions of r. The first derivative form wiU be used 

to calculate the force and details about this wiU be discussed in Chapter VI. The 

parameters A and k depend on the different cases. For Si-H interactions these are 

h','/, h"^, and V^P{i,j). For ^^"(i) in Eq. (3.2), the s and p atomic energies of Si 

and the s atomic energy of H [59] are used. 



CHAPTER IV 

PARAMETERS AND TEST RESULTS 

4.1 Parameters 

The Si-Si total energy and parameters have been thoroughly discussed and 

tested by CFM [28]. The Si-H total-energy functional contains 8 adjustable 

parameters. These are Aastri .̂SS<T5 ^sp«7, ksp^, Arep, and krep plus the constants B 

and C. These parameters are obtained by fitting to the experimental bond lengths 

and to some of the experimental vibrational frequencies in the SiHn (n= 1,2,3,4) 

molecules [65]. The Si-H stretch mode was simultaneously fit to experiment in aU 

SiHn molecules because this mode is easy to identify in terms of the atomic 

motion. The scissors bending mode for SiH2 was also fit. The fits were done by 

searching parameter space for values which minimize the difference between 

calculated and experimental values. In order to optimize the parameters, a 

weighted least-squares fit was used [42, 66]. The parameters were varied 

independently to optimize the bond lengths and vibrational frequencies 

simultaneously. At each step, the bond lengths were determined by minimization 

of the total energies of the molecules. The values of the resulting parameters, 

along with the Si-Si parameters of CFM and the H-H parameters discussed 

below are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Optimized Si-H and H-H parameters with CFM Si-Si parameters. 

CFM Si-Si parameters^ 
A,,=2.7742 

App,=12.2794 
A,ep=168.013 

k«,=0.3866 
kpp^=0.3950 
k,ep=0.7894 
B=1.6073 
C=0.3197 

eV 
eV 
eV 
A-i 
A-^ 
A-^ 
eV-3 

Si-H param.eters 
A,, , = l.15497 
A«p,=l.12136 
A,ep=1.57261 
k«,^=0.34865 
k,p^=0.39683 
k,ep=0.84519 
B= 0.22372 
C= 1.65869 

eV 
eV 
eV 
A-i 
A-i 
A-i 
eV-3 

H-H param,eters 
A,, , = 1.26137 

A,ep=8.90132 
k,,<,=0.32912 

k,ep=2.03167 

e\ ' 

eV 
A-^ 

A-^ 

a. Ref. [28] 

The bond lengths and vibrational frequencies of SiHn molecules calculated 

with this scheme are compared with experimental values and with corresponding 

values in a-Si'.H in Table 4.2. The input data base quantities are fit to within 3% 

in most cases. The worst discrepancies are about 9% for the Si-H stretch 

vibrational frequencies of the SiH2 and SiH^ molecules. We beUeve that these 

parameters provide a reasonable description of the SiHn molecules. 

The H-H total-energy functional contains 4 adjustable parameters; A,,,,^, k^^^. 

Arep, and Kep- These parameters are obtained by fitting to the equiUbrium bond 

length and stretch vibrational frequency of an isolated hydrogen molecule [67, 68]. 

The values of the resulting parameters are shown in Table 4.1. The H-H bond 

length and stretch vibrational frequency calculated with this scheme are compared 
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Table 4.2: Comparison of fitted equiUbrium bond lengths (in A) and vibrational 
frequencies (in cm~^) in SiB.n with experiment and with corresponding values in 
a-Si:H. 

Species 
SiH 

SiH2 

SiHs 

SiH^ 

H2 

a. Ref. 
b. Refs 
c. Ref. 
d. Ref. 

r(Si-H) 
, .stretch 

r{Si-H) 
, .stretch 

, .bend 

r{Si-H) 
, .stretch 

r{Si-H) 
, .stretch Lu 

r{H-H) 
, stretch 

[65] 
.[1, 69] 
[67] 
168] 

Present theory 
1.5201 
2047 

1.4884 
2181 
989 

1.4882 
2181 

1.4734 
2241 

0.74085 
4161.17 

Experiment 
1.5201 
2042 

1.5163 
1993 
995 

1.4758 
1999 

1.4741 
2189.1 

0.74085^ 
4161.18^^ 

a-Si'.H^ 

2000 

2090 
880 

2140 

with the experimental values in Table 4.2. As can be seen, the agreement is 

exceUent. 

4.2 Effective Interatomic Potentials 

Since our total energy functional contains contributions from the local 

environment of each site i which come from up to 4-atom paths beginning and 

ending on site i, it contains 2-, 3-, and 4-body terms from which effective 2-, 3-, 
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and 4-body potentials can be obtained. We emphasize that we do not expUcitly use 

such effective potentials in our MD simulations, but directly calculate the forces 

by taking derivatives of Etot, Eq. (3.8). Nevertheless, it is interesting to determine 

such effective potentials to gain physical insight and to compare with other 

theories. In this section, effective two- and three-body potentials evaluated from 

our total-energy functional are compared with other empirical Si-H potentials. 

In a description involving M moments, the n-body effective potential [30, 70] is 

formaUy given by 

V;f'{R„R„...)=^^'^-^ (4.1) 
m=n ^t^m dfjL 

where fi]^' denotes the contribution to firn from paths containing aU of the atoms 

i, j , .... Since our functional contains up to the fourth-moment, the effective 2-. 

3-, and 4-body potential can be obtained numerically from Eq. (4.1). For 

example, since M=A, the effective three-body potential is given by [60] 

V^"{R., R„ if .) = Mf ^ + / ^ f ^ . (4.2) 

In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, effective two- and three-body potentials evaluated from 

our Si-H total-energy functional are compared with other empirical two- and 

three-body potentials. As can be seen from the figures, even though the form of 

our functional is very different from those of others, our effective two- and 
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Figure 4.1: Effective Si-H two-body potential compared with the empirical 
two-body potentials of Min et a/.[24] (dashed curve), Kwon et a/.[22] (dotted curve), 
and Mousseau et aZ.[23] (chain-dotted curve). 
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Figure 4.2: Effective Si-H three-body potential compared with the empirical 
three-body potential of Kwon et al.[22] (dotted curve). 
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three-body potentials show simUar radial and angular dependences as these 

empirical potentials. 

Our Si-H functional and parameters were tested by applying them to three 

problems: (1) the total energy differences in the SiHn molecules; (2) the bond 

lengths, vibrational frequencies, and dissociation energies in the disUane (SijHe) 

molecule; and (3) various properties of the hydrogenated Si (111) surface. 

4.3 AppUcation to SiHn and 512-^6 molecules 

We have calculated the total energy differences in SiHn (n=1,2,3,4) using our 

functional and parameters. Upon comparing the same energy differences obtained 

from ab-initio calculations, we found that our results differed from these by 

approximately 1.4 eV per Si-H bond, indicating that our total energy may 

contain a systematic error of about this magnitude. That is, if one corrects our 

total energy by adding a constant equal to 1.4 eV per Si-H bond, our total energy 

differences for SiHn molecules are in very good agreement with those obtained 

from ab-initio calculations. Note that since this is a constant correction factor, it 

does not affect the determinations of the bond lengths and vibrational frequencies, 

because these depends on derivatives of Etot- For the same reason, it does not 

affect the calculations of forces for our MD simulations. This discrepancy may 

come from the neglect of the higher-order moments, the neglect of three-center 

integrals in the Slater-Koster relations [58, 59], or inaccuracies in the tightbinding 

Hamiltonian. Also, Eq. (3.8) gives the binding energy with respect to some 
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Table 4.3: Comparison of total energy differences in SiHn with ab-initio results. 
AU quantities are in eV. 

A Etot 

EsiHi ~ EsiHs 

EsiHi — EsxH-i 

EsiHi ~ EsiH 

EsiHz — EsiH-i 

EsiHa ~ EsiH 

Present theorif 
-17.64 
-34.35 
-51.25 
-16.72 
-33.61 

ab-initio theori/' 
-17.22 
-34.41 
-51.60 
-17.19 
-34.38 

a. With correction discussed in text. 
b. Ref. [65] 

reference free atom state which usuaUy differs from the true atomic ground state. 

For example, the neglect of spin-polarization or the shift in atomic energy levels 

arising from the renormaUzation of the wavefunctions in the binding situation may 

also account for this [49]. Our calculated total energy differences for SiHn 

molecules with this correction are compared with ab-initio calculations and 

presented in Table 4.3. Our results show very good agreement with the ab-initio 

results [65]. 

The bond lengths, vibrational frequencies, and dissociation energies of the 

disilane molecule, Si2HQ, obtained with our total energy functional and 

parameters are presented in Table 4.4. The Si-Si and Si-H bond lengths were 

varied independently to obtain the optimal geometry. The bond angles iSiSiH = 

110.3° and LHSiH = 108.6° were fixed for this calculation [71]. The Si-Si and 
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Si-H bondlengths are found to be 2.39 A and 1.49 A, respectively, which are in 

very good agreement with the experimental values of Beagley et al. Jl]. 

Our predicted dissociation energies in disilane for breaking the Si-Si bond, 

Si2He -^ 2SiH3, and for breaking the Si-H bond, 5z2^6 -^ 5i2^5 * H, are 3.1 

and 3.6 eV, respectively. As shown in Table 4.4, these are in reasonable agreement 

with the experimental values of Ruscic and Berkowitz [73]. 

We have also calculated the stretch, deformation, and rocking modes of Si2HQ 

and the results are also shown in Table 4.4. As can be seen from that table, the 

stretch and rocking vibrational modes are in very good agreement with experiment 

[72], while the predicted deformation mode differs from the experimental value by 

about 6 %. 

4.4 AppUcation to the hydrogenated Si (111) surface 

Results of our calculation of the surface relaxation of the hydrogenated Si 

(111) surface using our total energy functional and parameters are compared with 

results of first-principles calculations in Table 4.5. A slab consisting of eight 

atomic planes in the (111) direction was chosen to study the surface relaxation. In 

our calculations, the H layer and the top two Si layers of the slab were allowed to 

relax in the (111) direction. The total energy was minimized to obtain the 

relaxation. Three relaxation parameters were considered in order to obtain the 

optimal configuration: the bondlength between a surface Si atom and bonded H 
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Table 4.4: Comparison of calculated bond lengths, vibrational frequencies, and 
dissociation energies of Si2He with experiment. 

Present theory Experiment 
Bond lengths (A) 
r(Si-Si) 2.39 2.331±0.003'^ 
r{Si-H) 1.49 1.492±0.003° 

Hydrogen vibrational frequencies (cm~^) 
U;'tretch 2174 2163^ 

^^deformation ;^058 941^ 

u;'-''̂ '̂  667 628^ 

Bond dissociation energies (eV) 
SioHe -^ 2SiH3 3.1 < 3.3^ 
512^6 -^ Si2Hs + H 3.6 3.8^ 

a. Ref. [71] 
b. Ref. [72] 
c. Ref. [73] 
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Table 4.5: Calculated relajcation of the hydrogenated Si (111) surface. AU lengths 
o 

are given in A. The ideal values correspond to the unrelaxed diamond-lattice con
figuration. 

r{Si-H) 
di2 

^23 

^12 

0,2 

622 

Present theory 
1.52 
0.79 
2.34 
2.35 

109.7° 
109.2° 

Ab-initio^ 
1.54 
0.72 
2.32 
2.33 

108.1° 
110.8° 

IdeaP 
1.48 
0.78 
2.35 
2.35 
109.5 
109.5 

Other TB^ 
1.49 
0.81 
2.35 

-

-

-

a. Ref. [74] 
b. Empirical Tight-binding (Ref. [24]). 

atom {r{Si-H)), the first-to-second layer spacing (̂ ^12), and the second-to-third 

layer spacing (c?23)- These are iUustrated schematicaUy in Fig. 4.3. Our result for 

the Si-H bond length is 1.52 A, in good agreement with the results of 

first-principles calculations (1.54 A) [74]. Our calculations predict that di2 is 

relaxed sUghtly outward while (̂ 23 is relaxed sUghtly inward, in contrast with 

first-principles calculations which show that both are relajced sUghtly inward. 

Since the relaxation we find are smaller than those obtained by the first-principles 

calculations, the bond angle deviations are also smaUer. 

Because of the large mass difference between the Si and H atoms, the motion 

of H on the surface can be decoupled from the coUective modes of the lattice. 

There are two such vibrational modes, the stretching and wagging modes, that are 

easily identified in terms of the atomic motion in the Si-H bonds. The calculated 



Table 4.6: Comparison of calculated hydrogen vibrational frequencies, in cm~ , on 
the 52(111) surface with experiment and with other calculations, uj'j^^'^'' ' is the 
stretching mode and o;^"^ is the wagging mode of the Si-H bond. 

, .stretch 

wag 

Present theory 
2065 
644 

Experiment^ 
2085 
630 

Other TB^ 
2179 
597 

a. Ref. [75] 
b. Ref. [24] 

vibrational frequencies of hydrogen on the Si ( H I ) surface are shown in Table 4.6. 

As can be seen from the table, our calculated frequencies for both the stretching 

and wagging modes are in exceUent agreement with experiment [75]. 

Using our functional and parameters, the Si-H dissociation energy for the 

chemisorption of F on the 5i (HI ) surface has also been calculated. To do this, 

AE = Ef - Etot was computed, where Ej is the total energy of the system at 

infinite separation, which we take to be r{Si-H) > 50 A, and Etot is the total 

energy of the system at the optimized geometry. We find that AE = 3.75 e\ . 

Including the vibrational energy, AE becomes 3.42 eV. This is in exceUent 

agreement with the value of 3.49 eV found from experiment [76]. 

4.5 Summary of Si-H Total Energy Theory 

We have developed a semiempirical total-energy functional for Si-H 

interactions using a low-order moment scheme suggested earUer by CFM. It 

contains 8 Si-H parameters and 4 H-H parameters which are obtained. 

res 
pectively, by fitting to bond lengths and vibrational frequencies in SiHn 
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Figure 4.3: Side view of the hydrogenated Si{lll) surface. 
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molecules (n=: 1,2,3,4) and to the bond length and stretch vibrational frequency in 

the H2 molecule. As tests of this functional, we have appUed it to the calculation 

of various properties of SiHn and Si2He molecules and of the hydrogenated Si 

(111) surface. The the chemical environments of H in the SiHn molecules, the 

Si2HQ molecule, and on the hydrogenated Si ( H I ) surface are quite different from 

each other. However, as we have shown here, our model is sufficiently general to 

treat Si-H interactions in all of these environments with the same functional and 

parameters. On the basis of these results, we thus beUeve that our Si-H 

functional and parameters show promise for use in the study of other Si-H 

systems, including the MD studies of a-Si'.H which we now discuss. 



CHAPTER V 

MODELS OF HYDROGENATED AMORPHOUS 

SILICON 

There are many similarities between the structures of c-Si and a-Si (including 

a-Si'.H). The origin of the similarities is not accidental, but rather reflects the 

chemistry of the Si atom. Si is an element of Column IV of the Periodic Table 

with atomic number 14. It has a property of directed valence in the tetrahedral 

orientation of the bonds. To explain these bonds, we need to introduce the concept 

of hybrid orbitals [77]. This concept was already briefly mentioned in Chapter III. 

The ground state of the Si atom has electronic configuration ls-2s^2p^Zs'^^p'^. 

To form covalent bonds. Si ordinarily promotes one of its 3s electrons into the 3p 

subsheU. Then the outer configuration becomes Zs3p^. In this configuration. Si 

can possess four singly-occupied Zsp^ hybrid orbitals which are preferentiaUy 

directed along the axes of a regular tetrahedron. The notation Zsp^ indicates that 

there is three times as much probabiUty of finding an electron in a p state as of 

finding one in an s state. Using these orbitals. Si can and does form four covalent 

bonds. The bond angles of perfect c-Si are 109.5°. Since the optimum bond length 

for the Si-Si sp^ bond is 2.35 A, both c-Si and a-Si have the same bond lengths. 

In the case of a-Si, the bond lengths are distributed in a narrow range about this 

average. 

50 
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The c-Si structure optimizes the number of bonds, the bond length, and the 

bond angles. By contrast, the a-Si structure optimizes both the number of bonds 

and the bond length, but the values of the bond angle are not quite optimal in 

general. The amorphous phase of Si represents a metastable state of the system 

and forms only when the soUd is deposited directly from the gas phase onto a 

relatively cold substrate, a process which retards coUective atomic motion. When 

the number of bonds, the bond length, and the bond angle have weU-determined 

values in a narrow range, the material is said to exhibit short-range order. 

Given the short-range order, it is not difficult to construct a model for the a-Si 

structure which does not have long-range crystaUine periodicit}'. Such models are 

caUed random networks. The random networks should represent the real material 

as precisely as possible with a given number of atoms. 

Many prescriptions have been given for the construction of reaUstic models of 

a-Si [78-83]. Although a-Si'.H is very important in many appUcations [1, 2]. due 

to the difficulties in modeUng the Si-H interactions, theoretical models of this 

material are few in comparison with pure a-Si. 

For the initial conditions of the simulations presented in this work, two a-Si:H 

random network models, a monohydride system and a dihydride system, proposed 

by Guttman and Fong [32] were used. Both contain 60 atoms; 54 Si atoms and 6 

H atoms (~ 10 at. % H). The optimum materid for photovoltaic devices contains 

10-15 % H [64]. The monohydride model, denoted as model 1 in what foUows, 
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contains exclusively Si monohydride species. The dihydride model, denoted as 

model 2 in what foUows, contains only Si dihydride species. The original 

coordinates of models 1 and 2 may be found in Tables V and VL respectively, of 

Ref. [32], and aU Si atom numbers for models 1 and 2 used here are the same as 

those in those tables. In model 1, only a single H atom is permitted to be bonded 

to any Si atom and no two H atoms are aUowed to be closer than third neighbors. 

In model 2, H atoms are bonded to Si atoms in the dihydride configuration. The 

superceU configurations of these models were originaUy relaxed using a modified 

Keating potential [32]. Before beginning our simulations, they were further 

relaxed using the CFM Si-Si and PM Si-H functionals. We have used the 

superceU method with a 60 atom superceU for models 1 and 2. Periodic boundary 

conditions were imposed in aU three directions in a cubic ceU. The density of the 

system was aUowed to vary to find the minimum energy configuration. 

The relax;ed configuration of model 1 has a mass density ~5.3 % smaller than 

the c-Si density. The geometrical data containing the atomic positions of this 

model after relaxation by the CFM and PM forces is presented in Table 5.1. In 

this case, all H atoms remained in the monohydride form after relaxation. The 

average Si-H bond length after relaxation in this model is 1.48 A and the average 

Si-Si bond length is 2.37 A. A notable feature of the relaxed model 1 is the 

absence of coordination defects (dangUng- or floating-bond defects). 
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One way to define defects in a-Si'.H is to say that any Si atom that is not 

fourfold coordinated constitutes a defect. Of course, this depends on the definition 

of a coordination radius Ro. However, it is usually accepted that the number of 

geometrical defects is not highly sensitive to the exact value of Ro [84-86]. Small 

changes in Ro usuaUy change the relative numbers of threefold dangUng bonds and 

fivefold coordinated floating bonds, without changing the total number of such 

defects. The detailed values of the bond cutoffs are thus unimportant [84]-[86]. 

There were 102 Si-Si bonds and 6 Si-H bonds in the relaxed model 1. Most 

Si-Si bond lengths were between 2.30 and 2.48 A. For convenience, we arbitrarily 

define a normal bond as one with a bond length less than 2.5 A. and a strained 

bond as one with a bond length between 2.5 A and 2.8 A. A Si-Si pair more than 

2.8 A apart is considered to be broken. The Si-H bond lengths in relaxed model 1 

o o 

were between 1.45 and 1.52 A. For convenience, a Si-H pair more than 1.7 A 

apart is arbitrarily considered to be broken. 

The relaxed configuration of model 2 has a mass density -^2.6 % smaUer than 

the c-Si density and has one fivefold coordinated defect (floating bond). In this 

case, all H atoms remained in the dihydride form after relaxation. The average 

Si-H bond length after relaxation in this model was 1.41 A and the average value 

of the Si-Si bond length was 2.38 A. The geometrical data containing the atomic 

positions of model after relaxation by the CFM and PM forces is presented in 
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Table 5.2. The definitions of normal, strained, and broken bonds just discussed 

were also taken for this case. 

Frequently, amorphous samples are characterized by a radial distribution 

function (RDF), g{r), which measures how atoms organize around one another 

and which is indicative of local structure. In Fig. 5.1, we show a comparison of the 

RDF of models 1 and 2 after relaxation by the CFM and PM functionals [Fig. 5.1 

(a)] with the RDF of a 216 a-Si random network proposed by Wooten, Winer, and 

Weaire (WWW) [78, 79] [Fig. 5.1 (b)]. The first peak, at around 1.48 A, 

corresponds to the distance between Si atoms and the nearest H neighbors. The 

second peak, at around 2.35 A, corresponds to the nearest-neighbor Si-Si 

o 

distance. The third peak, at around 4.0 A, corresponds to the second-neighbor 

Si-Si distance, which is 3.84 A in c-Si. The much greater width of the third peak 

of g{r) for a-Si'.H compared with that for c-Si and the shift of this peak from its 

c-Si value show that a-Si:H has a distribution of second-neighbor distances, an 

indication of disorder. A FORTRAN program for plotting the RDF is shown in 

Appendix C for the readers who are interested it. 

We have also computed the bond angle distributions of the relaxed models 1 

and 2. A comparison them with that of the 216 atom WWW a-Si model is shown 

in Fig. 5.2. The agreement is good, once the differences between a-Si and a-Si'.H 

are accounted for. This distribution is an indication of the fact that the bond 

angles in a-Si'.H are not all 109.5° as in c-Si. The bond angles after relaxation in 
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both models are distributed between 90° and 130°. The average bond angles are 

109.2° and 109.3° for models 1 and 2, respectively, and the corresponding 

root-mean-square deviations are 10.4° and 9.6°. These are smaUer than the 

11°-14° of typical computer generated pure a-Si networks, such as that of WWW 

[78, 79] and others [80-83]. This reflects the fact that, due to the strain reUeving 

role of H, a-Si'.H has smaUer distortions than pure a-Si. This can be understood 

as foUows. Since the tetrahedral unit of Si is very rigid, the a-Si model stiU has 

high strain. When some strained connecting bonds are broken and H atoms 

attach to these broken bonds, the strain is reduced. 
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Table 5.1: Geometrical data for the monohydride model (model 1) of Guttman and 
Fong, after relajcation by the CFM and PM schemes. The unit of coordinates is in 
A. 

Silicon a toms 

# 
1 
3 

5 
7 

9 
11 

13 
15 
17 

19 
21 

23 
25 
27 

29 

31 

3 3 
35 

37 
39 

41 
4 3 
45 

47 

49 

51 
5 3 

2 
1 

2 
41 

5 
7 

50 
10 
18 

18 
9 

41 
8 

20 
47 

35 

15 
19 

3 
51 

2 3 
44 
26 

2 3 
30 

3 
H6 

Neighbors 
6 

51 

39 
6 

3 8 
9 

52 
20 
44 

35 
14 

4 
35 
•15 

12 
14 

32 
36 

40 
53 

54 
3 8 
27 

24 

4 8 

34 
54 

3 
36 

9 

42 
11 
46 

2 
3 3 
10 

29 
4 

27 
44 

2 3 
19 

2 

16 
25 

14 
52 

7 

12 
40 

30 
50 

3 9 
39 

38 
37 

16 
11 

21 
22 

44 

52 
4 8 

32 
20 

4 7 
30 

28 
14 
34 

34 
31 

24 
5 

40 
42 
46 

29 
36 

50 
4 8 

c: 
2.92 
0.67 
3.87 
2.15 
4.05 
3.39 
3.55 
5.66 
4.32 
6.87 
6.33 
8.63 
7.12 
8.73 
7.01 
6.82 
7.02 
7.63 
9.67 

12.44 
10.45 
14.08 
10.55 

8.65 
10.70 
10.70 
11.45 

"irdinates 
3.25 
2.60 
2.64 
5.01 
4.92 
5.93 
9.86 
9.29 
9.89 
2.34 
5.45 
5.45 
9.15 
7.48 
4.49 

12.26 
11.23 
11.38 

4.25 
1.10 
4.12 
6.77 
7.07 
6.00 
9.63 

11.32 
10.60 

3.64 
4.04 
7.02 
0.01 
6.61 
8.57 
4.74 
7.81 

11.27 
1.28 
6.50 
9.74 
3.25 
8.52 

12.67 
4.79 
7.96 

13.14 
5.02 
7.41 
9.31 
2.88 
7.16 

12.03 
2.29 
5.74 
9.31 

# 
2 
4 

6 
8 

10 
12 

14 
16 
18 

20 
22 

24 
26 

28 
30 
32 

34 
36 

38 
40 

42 
44 
46 

4 8 
50 

52 
54 

5 

21 
1 

25 
17 

4 3 
37 

5 
16 

8 
10 

HI 

8 
27 
47 
19 

51 
35 

H2 
H3 

HA 

13 

Ho 
17 

49 

13 
53 

Neighbf)rs 
1 

16 

18 
34 
15 

6 

31 
3 3 
17 

21 
4 

47 
45 

32 
25 
28 

3 3 
54 

9 
37 

43 
17 

52 

53 
26 
15 
41 

31 
23 

7 
26 
28 
29 
29 
18 

6 
27 

12 
26 
50 
30 
49 
3 3 

8 
49 

1 
41 

7 

4 3 
45 

42 
13 

39 
32 

13 
22 
12 
20 

22 
22 

21 
4 

19 

15 
11 
37 
24 

10 
28 
54 
31 

3 

4 3 
45 

48 
25 
11 

49 
51 
46 
36 

Coi irdinates 
4.41 
6.66 
3.47 
8.07 
5.73 
5.03 
7.37 
5.56 
4.77 
6.70 
5.29 

10.16 
10.16 

8.01 
8.69 
8.10 
8.33 
9.90 

13.29 
10.67 
12.32 
15.06 
12.52 
12.36 
11.50 
13.77 
10.14 

1.83 
4.71 
3.62 
8.82 
8.5.5 
5.33 

14.46 
12.83 
12.18 

7.64 
6.24 
5.94 
7.81 
9.04 
8.31 

11.39 
11.03 
11.79 

5.42 
4.71 
7.01 
8.87 
7.82 
9.26 
9.55 
9.45 

12.25 

4.Hh 
8.71 

11.64 
5.28 
9.93 

11.93 
4.76 
8.61 

10.75 
6.88 
9.82 

13.80 
5.02 

10.10 
12.12 
9.91 
6.12 

12.53 
4.62 
7.07 

11.51 
3.09 
7.98 

10.96 
4.42 
6.95 

10.25 
Hydrogen a toms 

Neighbors Coordinates # Neighbors Coordinates 

H\ 
H3 

Hb 

24 
40 

46 

11.46 
12.02 
11.89 

5.62 13.23 
4.25 6.80 
8.26 9.17 

H2 
H4 

He 

38 
42 
53 

12.02 
11.01 
10.43 

5.97 
6.95 
9.70 

5.04 
12.07 
8.71 
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Table 5.2: Geometrical data for the dihydride model (model 2) of Guttman and 
Fong, after relaxation by the CFM and PM schemes. The unit of coordinates is in 
A. 

Silicon atoms 
# 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
21 
23 
25 
27 
29 
31 
33 
35 
37 
39 
41 
43 
45 
47 
49 
51 
53 

2 
1 
2 
41 
5 
7 
50 
10 
18 
18 
38 

HI 
8 
20 
47 
35 
15 
19 
3 
51 
47 
44 
26 
41 
30 
3 

H5 

Neighbors 

6 
51 
39 
6 
38 
9 
52 
20 
44 
35 
14 

H2 
35 
45 
12 
14 
32 
36 
40 
53 
54 
38 
27 
24 
48 
34 

He 

3 
36 
9 
42 
11 
46 
2 
33 
10 
29 
4 
4 
44 
23 
19 
2 
16 
25 
14 
52 
7 
12 
40 
30 
50 
39 
54 

38 
37 
16 
11 
40 
22 
44 
52 
48 
32 
20 
27 
30 
28 
14 
33 
31 
31 
24 
5 
40 
42 
46 
29 
36 
50 
39 

Coordinates 
3.04 
0.72 
3.41 
2.03 
2.59 
3.05 
3.48 
5.48 
4.15 
6.79 
5.90 
8.07 
7.15 
8.36 
7.15 
6.65 
6.64 
7.59 
9.76 
12.24 
10.14 
14.22 
10.43 
8.99 
10.63 
10.84 
11.41 
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Figure 5.1: Radial distribution function (RDF), (a) RDF, g{r) of the Guttman and 
Fong model 1 (soUd curve) and model 2 (dotted curve), relaxed with the CFM and 
PM forces, (b) For comparison, the RDF of the 216 atom superceU WWW a-Si 
model. 
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Figure 5.2: Bond angle distributions of the Guttman and Fong models 1 (soUd 
curve) and model 2 (dashed curve), relaxed with the CFM and PM forces. For 
comparison, the bond angle distribution of the 216 atom superceU WWW a-Si 
model is also shown (dotted curve). 



CHAPTER VI 

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF 

DEFECT FORMATION IN HYDROGENATED 

AMORPHOUS SILICON 

6.1 HeUmann-Feynman Forces 

The soUd-state problem can be divided into two parts; the movement of the 

electrons in a stationary lattice and the movement of the nuclei in a uniform space 

charge of electrons. This decoupling of the system can be justified by the adiabatic 

approximation [Born-Oppenheimer approximation) [52]. This approximation is 

based on the fact that electrons and nuclei have very different masses so that the 

nuclei respond slowly to a change in the electron configuration, while the electrons 

respond adiabaticaUy to a change in the positions of the nuclei. Therefore, 

because of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the nuclei effectively respond 

only to the average electrical force produced by the electron distribution. This 

justifies the assumption that the nuclei move with time according to the classical 

equations of motion while the forces are calculated from solving the electronic 

problem quantum mechanicaUy at the same time. 

The forces needed for our MD simulations are evaluated by the use of the 

HeUmann-Feynman theorem [88-93] using the total-energy formaUsm discussed in 

Chapter III. According to this theorem [53], if i is a component of the position 

60 
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coordinate of an atom, the x component of the force on that atom can be 

evaluated from the derivative of the total energy Etot as 

Using the CFM total energy given by Eq. (3.8), this takes the form. 

_ 1 ay-^(z,i) dE^^ dEdip dEJr , , , . 
2 ^ dx dx dx dx ' ^̂^ ^ 

where the various energy terms are defined by Eqs. (3.9)-(3.11). The radial parts 

of Eq. (6.2) depend on ^ and ^ ^ ^ 9 ? ^ (^^^ ^^^P- I^^)- ^hese depend on the 

derivative of the radial function h[r) which is given in Eq. (3.14). This has the 

form, 

^ = A r dr'e-'-" - b = ^erfiVkr) - b, (6.3) 

or Jo 2 

for r < rmax-, and —^ = 0 for r > rmax, where rmax is defined in Chapter III. 

As a test of the forces obtained in this way, we have calculated the total force 

in perfect c-Si superceUs with periodic boundary conditions. For perfect c-Si, 

each atom is fixed at its perfect crystal equiUbrium position, and it must be true 

that the total force Fi equals to zero for each atom. The total force F, for each 

atom in superceUs of size 64 and 216 Si atoms were tested. We find that Fj=0 for 

every site. 
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Drabold et al. [46] have compared the forces generated by the CFM scheme 

with those of the semi-empirical potentials of StiUinger and Weber (SWP) [25] and 

of Biswas and Hamann (BH) [26] and with those obtained using an ab-initio 

scheme [54]. The root-mean-square deviation from the ab-initio results (AF) and 

the errors in the forces in comparison with the ab-initio results for the worst three 

atoms {8tF) were computed for each of these semi-empirical schemes. These tests 

were done on an amorphous sample containing 32 atoms in a bcc unit ceU. The 

AF and 5^F of CFM were found to be smaUer than those of SWP and BH. Thus, 

the CFM scheme is apparently a better method to simulate amorphous material 

than SWP or BH. 

6.2 Spectral density of 5^2; Test of Molecular Dynamics Code 

We have developed an MD code using the velocity form of the Verlet algorithm 

(see Chap. II). Our forces are evaluated using the Hellm,ann-Feynman theorem 

with the CFM Si-Si and PM Si-H total energy functionals. These have been 

thoroughly discussed and tested for various Si and Si-H systems in Refs. [28] and 

[29] and Chapter III. As a test of our MD code and as another test of the CFM 

forces, here we present the results of an MD calculation of the vibrational 

spectrum of the Si dimer, 5^2 • 

For these calculations, the positions and velocities of the two atoms in Sio were 

computed as a function of time under the constraints that the center of mass was 
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held at a fixed position and that the total Unear and angular momenta of the 

molecule were fixed at zero. The time step. At = 1.8x10"^^ s (0.18 fs), was used 

and a simulation of 10,000 time steps (1.8 ps) was performed to coUect a sample 

for statistics. The time step could have been chosen order of ~1 fs. To test this, 

MD simulations of 5^2 were performed with several different time steps. The time 

dependent motions of the Si atoms along the bond were the same for aU time 

steps <3.0 fs. However, this was not true for time steps larger than this. 

The Fourier cosine transform of the autocorrelation function [49] was used to 

compute the spectral density g{(jj), 

g{u;) = - r g{t)W{t)cos{u;t)dt, (6.4) 
T Jo 

where r is the total time of the simulation, W{t) is the Blackman window function 

[94] used to reduce the finite-time sampUng osciUations, and g{t) is the velocity 

autocorrelation function, 

^ < v,(f) • v.(0) > 

where the angular brackets indicate an ensemble average and v,(t) is the velocity 

of atom i at time t. 

In Fig. 6.1, the results of this calculation are shown for two temperatures. 

T=10 K and 300 K. In this figure, the anharmonic effects of mode softening at 

high excitation levels can clearly be seen. Note that a small ampUtude harmonic 
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of the fundamental frequency also appears at high excitation frequencies. The 

peak of spectrum at 300 K shows a fundamental vibrational frequency of 524 

cm~^. This is in very good agreement with the experimental value for 5i2 of 511 

cm-^ [95]. 

In Fig. 6.2, the distance between the two Si atoms in a 5^2 at T=300K as a 

function of time is also shown. This figure shows a frequency of 5z2 of ~28.3 

cycles in 1.8 ps, i.e., 1.5722 x 10^^ Hz. Using the conversion factor [96] of 29.979 

GHz = 1 C7n~\ this yields a vibrational frequency of 524 CTTI"' in agreement with 

the results shown in Fig. 6.1. These results are an indication that our forces and 

our MD code are both quite reasonable. 

6.3 MD Simulations in a-Si'.H', the SW Effect 

Metastable midgap defects are produced either by iUumination or by excess 

carrier injection in a-Si:H. Hence, it is commonly beUeved that the nonradiative 

recombination of photoexcited carriers in the SW effect is responsible for the 

creation of metastable defects in a-Si:H under iUumination [10]. ModeUng of the 

transfer of the recombination energy of an excited electron-hole pair to the a-Si'.H 

random network in SW effect is a difficult problem involving the electron-phonon 

interaction. A simple, computationally feasible way to do this is to assume that 

the nonradiative recombination event creates a local excitation [hot spot) in the 

network. 
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Figure 6.1: Vibrational spectral density of 5^2 at T=10 K (upper curve) and r=300 
K (lower curve), obtained from MD simulations using the CFM forces. Note both 
the mode softening at high frequencies and the small ampUtude, high frequency over
tone feature. The peak of the 7=300 K spectrum is at 524 C77i~\ The experimental 
frequency, 511 cm~^, is indicated for comparison. 
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Figure 6.2: Distance between two Si atoms in Sio as a function of time. This 
time-dependent radial motion gives a vibrational frequency of 524 cm~^ in agree
ment with the results of Fig. 6.1. The unit of time in the simulation was 0.18 fs 
and the temperature was 300K. 
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In this work, we have simulated this by heating the two atoms in a bond with 

a relatively high excitation energy (usuaUy 2 eV). That is, we have given excess 

kinetic energy to the two atoms which are located at the hot spot, which is usuaUy 

chosen at a weak bond. As is mentioned above, a geometrical definition of a weak 

bond is used. However, an alternative characterization in terms of self-consistent 

charge densities is possible [83]. 

In implementing this model, the velocities of the two atoms at this localized 

excitation are assigned in random directions using a pseudo-random number 

generator. Thus, the distribution for these random velocities is 

asymmetric . This is quite different from the MaxweU-Boltzmann distribution 

of random velocities assigned as initial conditions in the usual MD simulations. In 

the latter case, the distribution is usuaUy chosen to be symmetric in order to avoid 

a translational motion of the system as a whole. A FORTRAN program which can 

make a hot spot by assigning random velocities with a specified excitation energy 

is shown in Appendix D. In this work, for both models 1 and 2, we have 

investigated the effects of a hot spot at three types of bonds: (i) weak Si-Si bonds 

with no neighboring H, (ii) weak Si-Si bonds at hydride sites, and (in) weak Si-H 

bonds. 

We note that an impUcit assumption in our treatment of a hot spot is that the 

electrons are always in their ground states. Thus, the physical effect of bond 

weakening caused by occupation of anti-bonding orbitals is not included in our 
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theory. Although such effects have been considered in some ab-initio theories [20], 

they would be difficult to include within the present tightbinding framework. 

Each of our simulations was carried out at an initial temperature of 0 K, and 

involves three major steps. (1) A local excitation energy is suppUed at a specified 

bond. (2) The system is aUowed to evolve freely without adding or taking away 

energy. As one intuitively expects, the local disturbance propagates outward and 

the energy is dissipated sheU by sheU to the atoms surrounding the hot spot. 

However, because of the superceU approximation, after some time, the outgoing 

energy is reflected at the superceU boundary. This heats the system up and 

prevents it from reaching true equiUbrium. For aU excitation energies used, we 

have found that the disturbance propagates to the superceU boundary in times of 

the order of ~300 fs. Clearly, this time depends on the superceU size (60 atoms in 

our case). (3) In order to circumvent this reflection problem, after '--300 fs, the 

system is quenched using the power quenching technique which was discussed in 

Chapter II. 

In each simulation, we checked for network structural changes every 100 fs. In 

some cases, new defects were formed. After quenching, some, but not aU, of the 

newly created defects disappeared. If a new defect remained after quenching, we 

considered it to be a SW effect-related defect. Most of these are threefold 

coordinated Si atoms (dangUng bonds) and are located at sites where there were 

initially considerable bond-angle and bond-length distortions. The main 
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FORTRAN program for MD simulations is shown in Appendix E for better 

understanding. 

The Hamiltonian governing the atomic motion of a-Si:H in the MD 

simulations is given by 

^ = E £ + E £ + E E'-'- + E E"-" + E E"-", (6.6) 

where the first two terms are the kinetic energies of the Si and H ions, 

respectively, and M and m are the Si and H masses, respectively, and P and p are 

their momenta. The third term is the Si-Si total energy calculated by the CFM 

scheme, which includes the tight-binding electronic energy and repulsive 

potentials. The fourth and fifth terms are the Si-H and H-H total energies 

calculated by the Si-H and H-H functionals and parameters developed in 

Chapters III and IV. The parameters which are used are given in Table 4.1. 

The HeUmann-Feynman forces are calculated from Eq. (6.2), Thus, Newtons 

equations of motion are obtained from Eqs. (2.1),(2.2), (2.4),(2.5), and (6.2). 

Then the equations of motion, F = Tn-g^, for each atom are solved using the 

velocity form of the Verlet algorithm (see Chap. II) [38-43] with time step At = 

1.8 X 10"^^ s (0.18 fs). 

As another test of our forces and as tests of both our MD code and our local 

excitation model, before a-Si'.H was simulated, the stabiUty of c-Si against local 

excitations was tested. To do this, local excitations of 2.0 to 5.0 eV were appUed 
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to various bonds in a c-Si superceU with 216 atoms. In aU cases, the lattice 

showed no structural changes after several hundred femtoseconds. This is another 

indication that our forces are reasonable for Si. 

6.3.1 Model 1: Monohydride System 

In Figs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5, the typical results of our MD simulations of the 

effect of a local excitation or hot spot on the relaxed siUcon monohydride model 1 

are shown. Results for the post-excitation time dependence of the bond lengths for 

weak Si-Si bonds with no neighboring H, for a weak Si-Si bond at a 

monohydride site, and for a weak Si-H bond are shown respectively in Figs. 6.3 

(a), 6.4 (a), and 6.5 (a). 

Figure 6.3 (a) shows bond length versus time results for three different Si-Si 

bonds which have no bonded neighboring H atoms. Bonds 19-29 (dotted curve) 

and 34-51 (dashed curve) are weak bonds which initially were considerably 

strained. Their initial bond lengths were 2.49 A and 2.48 A, respectively, which 

are longer than most other Si-Si bonds of this type in model 1. They are thus 

more Ukely than shorter bonds to be broken by the appUcation of a local 

excitation. For comparison, in Fig. 6.3 (a) we also show the results of a simulation 

for bond 12-43 (soUd curve), which is a typical normal bond with an initial bond 

length of 2.29 A. In all three cases, a locaUzed excitation was created by heating 

the bond with an excitation energy of 2.0 eV. 
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Figure 6.3 (a) shows that the bond lengths osciUate during the 300 fs that the 

system is aUowed to evolve freely. Atom 19 was initiaUy the most weakly bound 

site in model 1, with an initial site energy of E,= -4.24 eV. This is higher than 

the average site energy of -4.49 eV for model 1 (Es= -4.72 eV for c-Si). Bond 

19-29 was the weakest Si-Si bond in model 1. However, from Fig. 6.3 (a) it can 

be seen that the bond length of this pair fluctuates only by a smaU amount during 

the first 300 fs of the simulation and that the excitation does not create a defect. 

It can also be seen that the same is true of bonds 12-43 and 34-51; none of the 

three bonds is broken during that time. Since, after --̂ 300 fs, the disturbance has 

propagated to the superceU boundary, we quenched the system after that time. As 

can be seen in Fig. 6.3 (a) for t > 300 fs, no essential changes in the bond lengths 

were caused by this quenching. Similar results were also found for other weak 

Si-Si bonds with no neighboring H. 

It is also interesting to monitor the kinetic energies at a hot spot as a function 

of time. Figure 6.3 (b) shows this for the same cases as in Fig. 6.3 (a); bonds 

12-43 (soUd curve), 19-29 (dotted curve), and 34-51 (dashed curve). In all cases 

the excitation was 2.0 eV. As can be seen from this figure, most of the initial local 

kinetic energy dissipates in ~ 300 fs and it becomes very small after quenching. 

In order to examine the possible role of H in the defect formation associated 

with the SW effect, local excitations were also simulated at several weak Si-Si 

bonds on monohydride sites in model 1. In Fig. 6.4 (a), the post-excitation time 
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dependence of the Si-Si bond length is shown for a typical weak Si-Si bond, bond 

40-45 (soUd curve). Atom 40 was initiaUy a monohydride site with initial bond 

length of 2.41 A. The excitation was created by heating this bond with an 

excitation energy of 2.0 eV. The bond length osciUated for 300 fs, after which we 

quenched the system. With the quench, this distance was stretched to 2.51 A. 

Thus, after this time, the bond is stiU quite strained, but is clearly not broken. We 

also monitored the time dependence of the distance between Si atom 40, and its 

neighboring H. This is shown as the dotted curve in Fig. 6.4 (a). The initial Si-H 

bond length was 1.48 A. After the excitation, this distance initiaUy shows quite 

large ampUtude osciUations which decrease with time. After the system is 

quenched, this bond is stretched to 1.63 A, but is also clearly not broken. Thus. 

the local excitation clearly neither broke the weak Si-Si bond 40-45 nor caused a 

rearrangement of the H atom at monohydride site 40. However, both the Si-Si 

and Si-H bonds at site 40 became highly strained after excitation. Similar results 

were also found for other bonds at monohydride sites. 

In Fig. 6.4 (b), we show the kinetic energy at the hot spot as a function of 

time for the same case as in the Fig. 6.4 (a). The ampUtude is larger than in Fig. 

6.3 (b), but it becomes very small after quenching. The larger ampUtude may be 

caused by the interaction of Si atom 40 with its neighboring H atom. 

To examine the possibiUty of Si-H bond-breaking by a local excitation, 

simulations were also performed of the effect of a hot spot at weak Si-H bonds in 
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model 1. Figure 6.5 iUustrates the results of a typical simulation of this. The 

post-excitation time dependence of the Si-H bond length at site 40 is shown. The 

initial bond length was 1.48 A, and an excitation energy of 2.0 eV was appUed. 

Figure 6.5 (a) shows that this energy broke the bond at early times. However, this 

bond eventually healed after around 300 fs as the system was equiUbrated. After 

that time, we quenched the system. The net effect of the local excitation was to 

stretch the bond to 1.56 A, but the bond clearly was not permanently broken. 

Figure 6.5 (b) shows the kinetic energy at the hot spot as a function of time 

for the same case as in Fig. 6.5 (a). The kinetic energy has higher frequency 

osciUations than those in Fig. 6.3 (b), and it becomes very smaU after quenching. 

The higher osciUation frequency this case is clearly due to the motion of the H 

atom. 

On the basis of these simulations, we conclude that the monohydride model 1 

of an a-Si:H random network, with ~10 atomic % H and no coordination defects, 

is very stable against local excitations, at least at energies < 2.0 e\'\ Alternatively, 

we note that the bond breaking process may be a low-probability event, so that 

there might be difficulty observing it with a finite number of simulations. 
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Figure 6.3: MD results, in model 1, for a local excitation of 2.0 eV appUed to Si-Si 
bonds with no bonded H atoms, (a) The post-excitation time dependence of the 
bond length in three different Si-Si bonds; bonds 12-43 (soUd curve), 19-29 (dotted 
curve), and 34-51 (dashed curve), (b) The post-excitation time dependence of the 
local kinetic energies at the point of appUcation of the local excitation for the same 
cases as in (a). The system was allowed to evolve freely for 300 fs, when it was 
quenched. The time step was 0.18 fs. 
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Figure 6.4: MD results, in model 1, for a local excitation of 2.0 eV appUed to weak 
Si-Si bond 40-45, at a monohydride site, (a) The post-excitation time dependence 
of the bond lengths of weak Si-Si bond 40-45 (soUd curve) and the Si-H bond at 
site 40 (dotted curve), (b) The post-excitation time dependence of the local kinetic 
energy at the point of appUcation of the local excitation. The system was allowed 
to evolve freely for 300 fs, when it was quenched. The time step was 0.18 fs. 
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Figure 6.5: MD results, in model 1, for a local excitation of 2.0 eV appUed to the 
weak Si-H bond at a site 40. (a) The post-excitation time dependence of the bond 
length, (b) The post-excitation time dependence of the local kinetic energy at the 
point of appUcation of the local excitation. The system was allowed to evolve freely 
for 300 fs. It was then quenched. The time step in this simulation was 0.18 fs. 



6.3.2 Model 2: Dihydride System 

We next examined the stabiUty of the relaxed model 2, containing only 

dihydride species, against local excitations. Typical results of our MD simulations 

of the effect of a hot spot or local excitation for Si-Si bonds with no neighboring 

bonded H are shown in Figs. 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.10, those for a weak Si-Si bond 

at a dihydride site are shown in Fig. 6.12, and those for a weak Si-H bond are 

shown in Fig. 6.13. In aU cases, the system was quenched after ~300 fs. Figures 

6.9 and 6.11 are schematic iUustrations of bond breaking. 

As Si-Si bonds which have no bonded neighboring H atoms, bonds 1-38, 

10-17, 40-45, 19-32, and 42-48 were selected for study. These are representative of 

normal bonds (bonds 1-38, 10-17, and 40-45, with bond lengths < 2.5 A), and 

weak bonds (bonds 19-32 and 42-48, with bond lengths > 2.5 A and considerable 

initial strain). LocaUzed excitations were created by heating the Si atoms in these 

bonds. 

Figure 6.6 (a) shows typical results of our MD simulations for the three normal 

bonds 1-38 (soUd curve), 10-17 (dotted curve), and 40-45 (dashed curve), obtained 

with an excitation of 2.0 eV. In that figure, the post-excitation time dependences 

of the bond lengths of these three bonds are shown. As can be seen, the localized 

excitation does not break the bond for any of these cases. In order to test the 

stabiUty of such bonds against a local excitation, an excitation energy of 5.0 eV 

was also appUed to each of the bonds of Fig. 6.6 (a). The results of our simulation 
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of this appUed to bond 40-45 are shown in Fig. 6.7 (a), which shows the 

post-excitation time dependence of the bond length of this bond after the 5.0 eV 

excitation (dotted curve) and the 2.0 eV excitation (soUd curve). The bond length 

is stretched after excitation of 5.0 eV, and almost broken after 300 fs. However, it 

healed after quenching and equiUbration. Therefore, 5.0 eV excitation does not 

break the bond either and no essential change in comparison with the 2.0 eV 

results is found in this case after equiUbration by quenching. 

It is also interesting to monitor the kinetic energy at the hot spot as a function 

of time. Figure 6.6 (b) shows this for the same cases as in Fig. 6.6 (a); bonds 1-38 

(soUd curve), 10-17 (dotted curve), and 40-45 (dashed curve), for an excitation of 

2 eV, and Fig. 6.7 (b) shows this for the same case as in the Fig. 6.7 (a); bond 

40-45 for the 2.0 eV (soUd curve) and the 5.0 eV (dotted curve) excitations. These 

figures show that most of the initial local kinetic energy dissipates in ~300 fs and 

it becomes very smaU after quenching. We therefore conclude that the normal 

bonds in model 2 are very stable against local excitations. 

Typical results of the appUcation of locaUzed excitations in model 2 to weak 

Si-Si bonds with high initial strain and no neighboring H are iUustrated in Fig. 

6.8. This figure shows results of our MD simulations of localized excitations 

appUed to bond 19-32. The post-excitation time dependence of the bond length is 

shown for three different local excitation energies; 1.2 eV (dashed curve), 1.6 eV 

(dotted curve), and 2.0 eV (soUd curve). The variation in the results with 
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excitation energy is a crude method of modeUng the dependence of the SW effect 

on photon energy. The initial bond length was 2.51 A and the bond-angles were 

highly distorted. As can be seen in the figure, an excitation energy of 2.0 eV (soUd 

curve) breaks the bond after ~100 fs. After ~300 fs, when we quenched the 

system, the distance between these two locaUy excited atoms 19 and 32 was larger 

o 

than 4.0 A. There is clearly a threshold energy for this bond breaking. Figure 6.8 

(a) shows that excitation energies of 1.2 eV and 1.6 eV faU to break the bond. We 

have found that the threshold energy for bond breaking in this case is sUghtly 

below 2.0 eV, which is much higher than the experimental value of 1.2~1.3 eV [10]. 

Experiment shows that for photon energies below 1.2 eV, no metastable 

changes in the photoconductivity could be induced even after iUumination for 

longer than 8 hours [10]. We note in this regard that, experimentally, the 

threshold energy may vary with the sample condition. The fact that model 2 has 

only a few strained bonds may help to explain a higher threshold energy than the 

experimental value. Figure 6.8 (b) shows the kinetic energies at the hot spot as a 

function of time for bond 19-32 for excitation energies of 1.2 eV (dashed curve), 

1.6 eV (dotted curve), and 2.0 eV (soUd curve). Most of the initial local kinetic 

energy dissipates in ~300 fs and it becomes very smcdl after quenching. 

When a bond is broken after appUcation of a local excitation, other structural 

changes ELISO occur and defects other than a dangUng bond may be created. For 

bond 19-32, the resulting configuration near the hot spot after bond breaking by 
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the 2.0 eV is iUustrated schematicaUy in Fig. 6.9. The initial and final 

configurations are shown in Fig. 6.9 (a) and Fig. 6.9 (b), respectively. A new 

bond has formed between atoms 32 and 34 so that atom 34 has became fivefold 

coordinated. Therefore, in this case, bond breaking by a localized excitation 

results in the creation of a threefold coordinated Si atom (dangUng bond), atom 

19, and a fivefold coordinated Si atom (floating bond), atom 34. 

We have also found that a local excitation can break bond 42-48 in model 2. 

Atom 48 is the only initiaUy fivefold coordinated site in this model and bond 42-48 

was initiaUy highly strained bond with initial bond length 2.58 A. A local 

excitation of 2.0 eV was appUed to this bond. The results of our simulations are 

shown in Fig. 6.10 (a). An excitation energy of 2.0 eV (soUd curve) breaks the 

bond after ^lOO fs. Further, we have found that this bond breaking results in the 

fivefold coordinated defect at atom 48 being annihilated and a threefold 

coordinated dangUng bond being created at atom 42. For bond 42-48, the 

resulting configuration near the hot spot after bond breaking by the 2.0 eV is 

iUustrated schematicaUy in Fig. 6.11. The initial and final configurations are 

shown in Fig. 6.11 (a) and Fig. 6.11 (b), respectively. 

We also have appUed several different local excitation energies at the bond 

42-48. Figure 6.10 (a) shows that excitation energies of 0.1 eV (chaindotted curve) 

and 0.2 (dashed curve) fail to break the bond. We have found that the threshold 

energy for bond breaking in this case is sUghtly below 0.3 eV, which is much lower 
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than the experimental value 1.2~1.3 eV [10]. From these results, we conclude that 

the floating bond in the dihydride system can be broken with relatively low energy. 

Figure 6.10 (b) shows the kinetic energies at the hot spot as a function of time 

for the same cases as in Fig. 6.10 (a); bond 42-48 for excitation energies of 0.1 eV 

(chain-dotted curve), 0.2 eV (dashed curve), 0.3 eV (dotted curve), and 2.0 eV 

(soUd curve). Most of the initial local kinetic energy dissipates in --300 fs and it 

becomes very smaU after quenching. 

Weak Si-Si bonds on dihydride sites were also tested for stabiUty against local 

excitations. As an example, the MD simulation results of the appUcation of a 2.0 

eV excitation to bond 23-27 are iUustrated in Fig. 6.12 (a), which shows the 

post-excitation time dependence of the Si-Si distance for this bond (soUd curve). 

The figure shows that the excitation did not break bond. The initial bond length 

o o 

was 2.60 A. After equiUbration by quenching, this bond length became ~2.36 A. 

Thus, in this case, the excitation reUeved much of the strain. In Fig. 6.12 (a), the 

post-excitation time dependences of the bond lengths between the dihydride-site 

Si, atom 23, and the two neighboring H atoms are also shown for this case 
o 

(dashed and dotted curves). The initial Si-H bond lengths were 1.49 A and 1.46 

A, After equiUbration, these stretched to 1.52 A and 1.56 A. 

Figure 6.12 (b) shows the kinetic energy at the hot spot as a function of time 

for the same case as in Fig. 6.12 (a). As can be seen from this figure, most of the 
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initial local kinetic energy dissipates in ~ 300 fs and it becomes very smaU after 

quenching. 

FinaUy, the effect of a locaUzed excitation on weak Si-H bonds at dihydride 

sites was also investigated in model 2. Typical results for this case are shown in 

Fig. 6.13 (a), which iUustrates the post-excitation time dependence of the Si-H 

bond length at atom 53 after a 2.0 eV excitation. The initial bond length was 1.41 

A. The Si-H bond was stretched to 1.52 A by this local excitation. Hence, the 

final configuration is highly strained. 

Figure 6.13 (b) shows the kinetic energies at the hot spot as a function of time 

for the same case as in Fig. 6.13 (a). Most of the initial local kinetic energy 

dissipates in ~300 fs and it becomes very smaU after quenching. 

These MD simulation results indicate that, within model 2 oi a-Si:H and 

within bond breaking model, defects associated with the SW effect can be created 

(at least by excitations of energy < 2.0 eV) only at Si-Si bonds with no 

neighboring bonded H and only at such bonds which are weak and initiaUy highly 

strained. Also, when a local excitation breaks such a bond, other structural 

changes, such as the creation of a fivefold coordinated floating-bond, can occur. 

ExperimentaUy, after bond breaking, the induced defect may be annealed at 

150°-220° C [1]. However, an annihilation rate of Ught-induced defects is very slow 

[1,4]. The thermal relaxation time at 170° C is of the order of 10^ sec [4]. As 

discussed in Section 2.2, a standard for the sampUng time is several multiples of 
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the relaxation time [37]. Since a typical MD simulation time is <10 ps, it is 

almost impossible to simulate this annealing effect. 
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Figure 6.6: MD results, in model 2, for a local excitation appUed to Si-Si bonds 
with no bonded H atoms, (a) The post-excitation time dependence of the bond 
length in three different normal bonds to which a local excitation of 2.0 eV has 
been appUed; bonds 1-38 (soUd curve), 10-17 (dotted curve), and 40-45 (dashed 
curve), (b) The post-excitation time dependence of the local kinetic energies at the 
point of appUcation of the local excitation for the same cases as in (a). In aU cases, 
the system was allowed to evolve freely for 300 fs. It was then quenched. The time 
step in each simulation was 0.18 fs. 
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Figure 6.7: MD results, in model 2, for a local excitation appUed to normal Si-Si 
bond 40-45, which has no bonded H atoms, (a) The post-excitation time depen
dence of the bond length for two different excitation energies; 2.0 eV (soUd curve) 
and 5 eV (dashed curve), (b) The post-excitation time dependence of the local 
kinetic energy at the point of appUcation of the local excitation for the same cases 
as in (a). The system was aUowed to evolve freely for 300 fs. It was then quenched. 
The time step was 0.18 fs. 
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Figure 6.8: MD results, in model 2, for a local excitation appUed to Si-Si bond 
19-32, which has no bonded H atoms, (a) The post-excitation time dependence of 
the bond length for three different excitation energies; 1.2 eV (dashed curve), 1.6 eV 
(dotted curve), and 2.0 eV (soUd curve), (b) The post-excitation time dependence 
of the local kinetic energy at the point of appUcation of the local excitation for the 
same cases as in (a). The system was aUowed to evolve freely for 300 fs. It was then 
quenched. The time step was 0.18 fs. The 2.0 eV excitation clearly broke the bond 
in this case. The bond breaking process is iUustrated schematicaUy in Fig. 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: Schematic iUustration (not to scale) of the breaking of weak Si-Si bond 
19-32 by a local excitation, as in the 2.0 eV case of Fig. 6.8. Note that this 
is a two dimensional iUustration of a three dimensional process, (a) The initial 
configuration. The initial bond length of bond 19-32 and the bond angles at these 
sites are highly strained, (b) Final configuration. After the bond 19-32 is broken, 
the local configuration is changed; atom 19 now has a dangUng bond and atom 32 
is now bonded to atom 34. The new bond 32-34 is a highly strained floating bond. 
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Figure 6.10: MD results, in model 2, for a local excitation appUed to Si-Si bond 
42-48, which has no bonded H atoms, (a) The post-excitation time dependence of 
the bond length for four different excitation energies; 0.1 eV (chain-dotted curve), 
0.2 eV (dashed curve), 0.3 eV (dotted curve), and 2.0 eV (soUd curve), (b) The 
post-excitation time dependence of the local kinetic energy at the point of appUca
tion of the local excitation for the same cases as in (a). The system was aUowed to 
evolve freely for 300 fs. It was then quenched. The time step was 0.18 fs. The bond 
breaking process is iUustrated schematicaUy in Fig. 6.11. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.11: Schematic iUustration (not to scale) of the breaking of weak Si-Si 
bond 42-48 by a local excitation, as in the 2.0 eV case of Fig. 6.10. Note that 
this is a two dimensional iUustration of a three dimensional process, (a) The initial 
configuration. The initial bond length of bond 42-48 and the bond angles at these 
sites are highly strained, (b) Final configuration. After the bond 42-48 is broken, 
the local configuration is changed so that atom 42 has a dangUng bond and atom 
48 has became fourfold coordinated. 
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Figure 6.12: MD results, in model 2, for a local excitation of 2.0 eV appUed to 
bond 23-27, at a dihydride site, (a) The post-excitation time dependence of the 
bond length (soUd curve) and of the two Si-H bonds at site 23 (dotted and dashed 
curve), (b) The post-excitation time dependence of the local kinetic energy at the 
point of appUcation of the local excitation for the same case as in (a). The system 
was aUowed to evolve freely for 300 fs. It was then quenched. The time step was 
0.18 fs. 
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Figure 6.13: MD results, in model 2, for a local excitation of 2.0 eV appUed to the 
weak Si-H bond at a site 53. (a) The post-excitation time dependence of the bond 
length, (b) The post-excitation time dependence of the local kinetic energy at the 
point of appUcation of the local excitation. The system was aUowed to evolve freely 
for 300 fs. It was then quenched. The time step was 0.18 fs. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Molecular-dynamics simulations have been performed to try to understand the 

defect formation associated with the SW effect in undoped a-Si:H. In order to do 

this, we have developed our own semiempirical tightbinding-based MD scheme. To 

model Si-H interatomic interactions, we have developed the PM total-energy 

functional from the low-order moment scheme suggested earUer by CFM [28]. To 

model Si-Si interactions, CFM total-energy functional has been used. These 

low-order moments schemes, which involve an approximate treatment of the 

quantum mechanical electronic total energy, are less accurate than fuUy 

quantum-mechanical theories. However, MD simulations based on them, such as 

those presented here, use much less computational time than ab-initio theories. 

Thus, insight into the trends in various properties from one system to another can 

be more easily obtained with these schemes. 

The PM total-energy functional contains 8 Si-H parameters which were 

obtained by fitting to bond lengths and vibrational frequencies in SiHn molecules 

(n=l,2,3,4). This functional was tested by applying it to the calculation of various 

properties of SiHn and SioHe molecules and of the hydrogenated Si (HI ) surface. 

The chemical environments of H in the SiHn molecules, the Sio f̂fe molecule, and 

on the hydrogenated Si ( H I ) surface are quite different from each other. However, 

as shown in Chapter IV, the model is sufficiently general to treat Si-H 
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interactions in aU of these environments with the same functional and parameters. 

On the basis of these results, we beUeve that our Si-H functional and parameters 

are quite reasonable to study other Si-H systems, including a-Si'.H. 

In this study, the bond-breaking model of the SW effect was assumed and a 

locaUzed excitation (hot spot) was used to simulate the interaction of the photon 

with the a-Si'.H random network. The monohydride (model 1) and dihydride 

(model 2) a-Si:H network models of Guttman and Fong [32] were used as initial 

conditions. Both models contain 54 Si atoms and 6 H atoms. The superceU 

approximation with a 60 atom superceU was used in aU simulation. 

We find that monohydride model 1 is very stable against local excitations up 

to 2.0 eV. By contrast, we find that such local excitations can break bonds in 

dihydride model 2. A threefold coordinated dangUng bond can be created by such 

an excitation and the subsequent rearrangement of the atoms near the hot spot 

can result in the creation of other defects as weU. These defects are associated 

with the SW effect in our model. We find also that these defects can be created 

only at initially highly strained (and hence weak) Si-Si bonds with no neighboring 

H. An example of this is the breaking of such a weak bond and the creation of a 

dangUng bond, foUowed by a local atomic rearrangement which results in the 

creation of a fivefold coordinated floating-bond. Further, we find no bond breaking 

near H atoms. 
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The major conclusions from these results are that the dihydride model 2 is 

much less stable against local excitations than the monohydride model 1 and that 

H plays only a passive role and is probably not involved in the defect formation 

associated with the SW effect in undoped a-Si:H. ExperimentaUy, it is observed 

that a-Si:H samples with more dihydride species are less stable against 

light-induced degradation than samples with mostly monohydrides [97, 98]. 

Furthermore, it is also known that, at least within the bond breaking model, new 

defects are not created near H atoms [21, 84]. Our results thus quaUtatively 

support these experiments. 

A major assumption in this work is that a locaUzed excitation can model the 

non-radiative energy transfer of photoexcited electron-hole pairs to the a-Si:H 

random network. Only a single local excitation was used in the simulations. 

However, multiple local excitations in the vicinity of a hot spot might increase the 

probabiUty of the bond-breaking process and the creation of coordination defects. 

An inadequacy of our calculations is the finite size of the superceU. It may not 

be adequate to simulate a-Si:H with the 60 atom superceUs used here because 

there is a finite size effect and the bond breaking process may be a low-probabiUty 

event. It is hoped, however, that this study provides some insight into the 

microscopic mechanisms responsible for the SW effect. For future research, an 

investigation into this problem using larger superceUs with multiple local 

excitations is planned. 
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TanieUan et al. [99] and Skumanich et al [lOOj have reported clear evidence 

that, in the SW effect, high doping of a-Si:H results in a higher dangUng bond 

density produced by a given Ught exposure. Since a-Si solar ceUs rely on highly 

conductive p'^ and n"*" layers with good photovoltaic properties [101]. further work 

including doping effects are necessary to complete this study. 
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APPENDIX A 

VERLET ALGORITHM 

The Verlet algorithm can be reformulated in a velocity form. Starting from 

Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) one obtains. 

^n+i ^ 2r[' - rr' + FpAt'/m, (A.l) 

and 

v? = {rr'-rr')/{2At), (A.2) 

where i is a particle label and n-1, n, and n-f 1 denote the time step at which the 

calculation is done. 

We can rewrite Eq. (A.2) as 

r. ,n- l ^ ^n+1 _ 2^^^n_ ^ ^ 3 ^ 

Substituting Eq. (A.3) to Eq. (A.l) gives 

^n+i ^ 2r." - [r,"+^ - 2Atv^] -f FpAt'/m, (A.4) 

Solving this for r""̂ ^ gives a velocity form of the Verlet algorithm for the positions; 

r."+^ = r," - Atv^ -f i^"Ai7(2m). (A.5) 
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We can rewrite Eq. (A.l) for nth and (n^ l ) s t time step as 

771 

From Eq. (A.2) one obtains. 
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FJ'At^lm = r ^ ^ - 2r^ -r r^', (A.6) 

and 

Fp^'At'/m = rr'-2rr'+r^. (A.7) 

Adding Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) gives 

At' 
{FP + FP+') = r ^ ' - r ^ ^ - r^ + r^' • (A.8) 

{rr-rr') = {2At)v:, (A.9) 

and 

( r r + ^ - r r ) = ( 2 A f K + ' . (A.IO) 

Substituting Eqs. (A.9) and (A.IO) to Eq. (A.8) gives a velocity form of the Verlet 

algorithm for the velocities; 

V 
n + l _ n _ \.L( -nn+\ , jpn v'^-At{Fr+'+Fp)/{2m). (A. l l ) 

The Eqs. (A.5) and (A. l l ) constitute the velocity form of the Verlet algorithm. 



APPENDIX B 

MAXWELL-BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION 

c This progrcun generates random velocities with a Maxwell 
c distributed deviates for the specified temperature tref 
c 
c tref = desired temperature 
c nn = number of particles 
c 
c intrinsic Reindom Number generator 
c IBM RISC 6000 : RAND() 
c VAX : RAN(ISSED) 
c 
c © Young K. Park and Charles W. Myles 
c TTU, 1992 
c 

SUBROUTINE MXWELL(tref,nn,v) 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
real*8 v(1200,3),VH(3600) 
real*8 Ul,U2,V1,V2,S,R 
common/mas s/xmass (1200) 
fovermp=0.0095790e0 
ISEED = 97654321 
n2i=nn+l 
n2=2*nn 
n3i=n2+l 
n3=3*nn 
do 10 i=l,n3,2 

11 Ul = R A N D O 

U2 = RANDO 
VI = 2.0*U1 -1,0 
V2 = 2.0*U2 -1.0 
S = V1*V1 + V2*V2 
if(S.GE.l.O) goto 11 
R = -2.0*DL0G(S)/S 
VH(i) = Vl*dsqrt(R) 
VH(i+l) = V2*dsqrt(R) 

10 continue 
c Total linear momentum is set to zero! 

ekin =0.0 
SP = 0.0 
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do 20 i = l,nn 
SP = SP + VH(i) 

20 continue 
SP = SP/nn 
do 21 i = l,nn 
v(i,l) = VH(i) - SP 

21 continue 
SP = 0.0 

do 22 i = n2i,n2 
SP = SP + VH(i) 

22 continue 
SP = SP/nn 

do 23 i = n2i,n2 
j=i-nn 
v(j,2) = VH(i) - SP 

23 continue 
SP = 0.0 
do 24 i = n3i,n3 
SP = SP + VH(i) 

24 continue 
SP = SP/nn 
do 25 i = n3i,n3 
j=i-n2 
v(j,3) = VH(i) - SP 

25 continue 
tkin=0.0 
do 30 i=l,nn 
v2=(v(i,l)**2+v(i,2)**2+v(i,3)**2) 
tt=(1.dO/2.dO)*xmass(i)*v2*(1.dO/fovermp) 
tkin=tkin+tt 

30 continue 
c 1 eV = kBoltzmann * (11,604 K) 

temp=(2.eO/3.dO)*tkin*11604.OdO/dfloat(nn) 
sc=tref/temp 
sc=dsqrt(sc) 
do 70 i=l,nn 
do 70 ix=l,3 
v(i,ix)=v(i,ix)*sc 

70 continue 
return 
end 



APPENDIX C 

RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

c Radial Distribution Fimction (Si only) 
c 

c ngofr = N(r,dr) by coimting the number of pairs of particles i 
c and j whose centers are separated by distances (r+dr) 
c The accumulation locates the smallest image distamce. 
c When we calculate the distance between two particles, we can 
c decide which shell this distance belong to by 
c nshell = int( r/dr + 0.5) < ~ r=n(dr)-dr/2 
c nrdels= number of spherical shells sampled; 
c orgins= the number of spheres used as centers-of-origins in 
c sampling for g(r). 
c volshl= volume of the spherical shell of radius r and thickness dr 
c = 4*pi*(r**2)*dr + pi*(dr**3)/3 
c 
c (S Young K. Pa rk aind C h a r l e s W. Myles 
c TTU, 1992 

integer siatm 
integer nl(200),n2(200),n3(200),n4(200) 
real x(200),y(200),z(200),r(200) 
real gr(0:3000),rr(0:3000) 
dimension ngofr(0:3000) 
dimension gofr(0:3000) 
pi=3.14159265 
siatm=54 
a=2.35/0.6873648 
side=a*3.0 
sideh=0.5*side 
siden=-0.5*side 
densty=2.2 

c You can adjust rdel value for better resolution, 
c smaller value for higher resolution. 

rdel=0.025 
open(unit=9,file='gutt2.dat',status='old') 

open(unit=8,file='rdfsi2.out',status='new') 
do 20 i=l,siatm 
read(9,2l) item,nl(i),n2(i),n3(i),n4(i), 

1 x(i),y(i),z(i) 
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x(i)=x(i)*a 
y(i)=y(i)*a 
z(i)=z(i)*a 

20 continue 

21 format(5i3,3f9.5) 
do 30 i=l,300 
ngofr(i)=0.0 

30 continue 

nml=siatm-l 
do 40 i=l,nml 
xi=x(i) 

yi=y(i) 

zi=z(i) 
ipl=i+l 
do 40 j=ipl,siatm 
rx=xi-x(j) 
ry=yi-y(j) 
rz=zi-z(j) 

c apply periodic boimdary conditions and 
c minimum image criteria 

if (rx.gt.sideh) rx=rx-side 
if (ry.gt.sideh) ry=ry-side 
if (rz.gt.sideh) rz=rz-side 
if (rx.It.siden) rx=rx+side 
if (ry.lt.siden) ry=ry+side 
if (rz.lt.siden) rz=rz+side 
rij=sqrt(rx*rx+ry*ry+rz*rz) 
if(rij.le.sideh) then 
shell=rij/rdel +0.5 
ishell=ifix(shell) 
ngofr(ishell)= ngofr(ishell)+l 
else 
endif 

40 continue 
nrdels=sideh/rdel-l 
origns=siatm/2 

c origns=(nstep/ksort)*(siatm/2) 
c loop over radial shells 

do 50 j=0,nrdels 
gr(j)=0.0 

c if(ngofr(j).gt.O) then 

http://ry.lt
http://rz.lt
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radius=rdel*float(j) 
rr(j)=radius 

volshl=4.0*pi*rdel*radius*radius 
1 + (pi*rdel**3)/3.0 

gr(j)=float(ngofr(j))/(densty*origns*volshl) 
gr(j)=100.*gr(j) 
write(8,51) j,radius,ngofr(j),gr(j) 

C ***( DISSPLA )*** 
WRITE(6,100) 

100 FORMAT(' Screen=l, Tekall=2, Postscript file=30 
WRITE(6,101) 

101 FORMAT(' Enter input =') 
READ (5,*) K 
IF(K.EQ.l) CALL REGIS (2,0) 
IF(K.EQ.2) CALL TEKALL (4010,240,0,1,0) 
IF(K.EQ.3) CALL POSTS (8.,11.0, .008,'rdfsi2.ps') 
CALL NOBRDR 
CALL PAGE(8.0,11.0) 
CALL PHYS0R(l.O,2.O) 
CALL AREA2D(6.0,6.0) 
CALL FRAME 
IF(K.EQ.3) THEN 
CALL SWISSL 
CALL SHDCHR(90.,1,0.01,1) 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
CALL HEADIN('Radial Distribution Function$',100,1.25,1) 

CALL YNONUM 
CALL X N A M E C r (A)$' ,100) 

CALL YNAME('Si-Si Correlation Function (A.U.)$',100) 

CALL GRAF(0.0,1.,5.1,0.,50.,30.) 

CALL THKCRV(0.005) 

CALL CURVE(rr,gr,205,0) 
CALL ENDPL(O) 
CALL DONEPL 
END 



APPENDIX D 

LOCAL EXCITATIONS 

c This program generates random velocities with a 

c local excitation temperature tex. 
c 
c Pareimeters 
c tex = hot spot temperature 
c nn = number of particles 
c ISEED = a big odd number. 
c 
c intrinsic Random Number generator 
c IBM RISC 6000 : RAND() 
c VAX : RAN(ISSED) 
c 
c 0 Young K. Park and Charles W. Myles 

c TTU, 1992 

SUBROUTINE EXCITATION(tref,nn,exv) 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
real*8 exv(2,3) 
real*8 U1,V1,S,R 
common/exmass/exm(2) 
fovermp=0.0095790e0 
ISEED = 97654321 
do 10 i=l,nn 
do 20 j=l,3 

15 Ul = RANDO 
c Ul = RAN(ISEED) 

VI = 2.0*U1 -1.0 
S = V1*V1 
if(S.GE.l.O) goto 15 
R = -2.0*DLOG(S)/S 
exv(i,j) = Vl*dsqrt(R) 

20 continue 
10 continue 

tkin=0.0 
do 30 i=l,nn 
v2=(exv(i,l)**2+exv(i,2)**2+exv(i,3)**2) 

tt=(1.dO/2.dO)*exm(i)*v2*(1.dO/fovermp) 

tkin=tkin+tt 
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30 continue 
c 1 eV = kBoltzmann * (11,604 K) 

temp=(2.eO/3.dO)*tkin*11604.OdO/dfloat(nn) 
sc=tref/temp 
sc=dsqrt(sc) 
do 70 i=l,nn 
do 70 ix=l,3 
exv(i,ix)=exv(i,ix)*sc 

70 continue 
return 
end 



APPENDIX E 

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 

c Molecular Dynamics simulation of the 
c defect formation in a-Si:H. 
c The forces are calculated from CFM and PM schemes. 
* 

* ©Copyright 1994 
* 

* Young K. Park or Charlie W. Myles. 
* 

* This main program needs mdsub.f 
* Data files: start.d, md.d or md.dat 
* initial configuration: gutt*.d or use any desired file 
c 
c U N I T S 
c 
c length is in unit of Anstrom(A). 
c time step is in unit of fs (10**-15 sec) 
c mass is in unit of a.m.u. 
c force is in unit of eV/A 
c velocity is in unit of A/fs 
c acceleration A/(fs**2) 
c total energy eV 
c kinetic energy eV 
c 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
integer nn,nsi,nh 
integer nl(l:1200),n2(l:1200),n3(l:1200),n4(l:1200) 

real*8 rx(1200),ry(1200),rz(1200) 
real*8 x(1200),y(1200),z(1200) 
real*8 r(1200,3),dr(1200,3) 
real*8 v(1200,3),exv(2,3) 
real*8 fvec(1200,3),accold(1200,3) 
real*8 hfvec(20,3),sif(1200,3) 
real*8 rcm(3),vcm(3) 
real*8 cfac(0:5),efac(0:4) 
characterise iofile,inputfile,qfile 
character*3 stat 
logical exst 
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common/number/nn,nsi,nh 
common/pbc/side 
common/mass/xmass (1200) 
common/exmass/exm (2) 

c R E A D I N P U T D A T A 
c 

open(unit=15,file='start.d',status='old') 
read(15,40) iofile 
open(unit=ll,file=iofile,status='old') 

c read inputfile (initial condition) 
read(ll,40) inputfile 

40 format(a30) 
c igutt=l, G & F conf. 
c igutt=2, quenched G & F conf. 
c igutt<0, use xvfile or no G & F 

read(ll,*) igutt 
c total number of time steps 

readdl,*) nstepi,nend 
write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' Total number of timesteps' 
write(21,*)' nstepi,nend= ',nstepi,nend 

write(21,*)' ' 
c total atom number 

read(ll,*) nn,nsi,nh 
write(21,*)' ' 

write(21,*)' number of atoms' 
write(21,*)' nt = ',nn 
write(21,*)' nsi = ',nsi 
write(21,*)' nh = ',nh 
write(21,*)' ' 

c initial temperature and desired temperature 

readdl,*) tini,tref 

write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' Initial temperature and desired temperature' 
write(21,*)' tinit=',tini,' tref=',tref 

write(21,*)' ' 
c local excitation energy in unit of 1 eV. 

read(11,*) iex,exkin,iexl,iex2,iex3,ih,ihl,ih2 

write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' local excitation energy in imit of 1 eV.' 
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write(21,*)' exkin=',exkin 
write(21,*)' hot spot site' 

write(21,*)' iexl,iex2,iex3,ihl,ih2=',iexl,iex2,iex3,ihl,ih2 
write(21,*)' ' 

c side of supercell 
readdl,*) afac,side 
sideh=0.5dO*side 
siden=-0.5dO*side 
write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' Length of a side of supercell 

* in unit of Angstrom (A)' 
write(21,*)' L = '.side 
write(21,*)' ' 

c time step in unit of fs. 
readdl,*) dt 
write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' Input time step in fs (10**-15 sec)' 

write(21,*)' dt = ',dt 
write(21,*)' ' 

c Choose integration schemes 
c Verlet algorithm = 3 
c 4th order Gear = 4 
c fifth order Gear = 5 

read(ll,*) igear 
write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' Integration scheme' 
write(21,*)' algorithm = ',igear 
write(21,*)' ' 

c 
c QUENCH 
c dynamics (iquench=0) 
c dyncimical quenching (iquench = -1) 
c power quenching (iquench = -3) 
c periodic quenching at after n steps (iquench=+n) 
c crude constant temperature MD (from velocity rescaling (iquench=-2) 
c 
c In the event that you are searching for an energy minimum, 
c you cem also energy aind force tolersmces etol and fortol 
c which will stop execution after tolerance is achieved. 

c-
read(11,*) iquench,fortol,etol,twant,trelax 
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if(iquench.eq.-l) then 

write(21,*)' Dynamical Quench option selected' 
endif 

if(iquench.eq.-2) then 
write(21,*)' Anneal option selected' 
endif 

if(iquench.eq.-3) then 
write(21,*)' Power Quench option selected' 
endif 

c 

c write data every nkim steps, 
readdl,*) nkim 

c 
c CONSTANTS 
c fovermp=f/mass of p ro ton=deV/ langs t rom) / (mass proton) =angstrom/(fs**2) 

fovermp=0.0095790d0 
tsum=0.0 

c 
c Initial Conditions 
c Guttman cind Fong's a-Si:H model for initial cond. 

write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' initial configuration ' 
write(21,*)' ' 
open(unit=12,file=inputfile,status='old') 

c if(igutt.gt.O) then 
c mass in unit of a.m.u. 

do 100 i=l,nn 
readd2,4l) item,nl(i) ,n2(i) ,n3(i) ,n4(i), 

1 rx(i),ry(i),rz(i),xmass(i) 
r(i,l)=rx(i)*afac 
r(i,2)=ry(i)*afac 
r(i,3)=rz(i)*afac 

100 continue 
41 format(5i3,3f9.5,f5.1) 

exmd)=xmass(iexl) 
exm(2)=xmass(iex2) 
if(igutt.eq.2) then 
read(ll,40) qfile 
open(\mit=13,file=qfile,status='old') 
do 1101 i=l,nn 
readdS,*) item,r (i ,1) ,r (i,2) ,r(i ,3) 
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1101 continue 

endif 

if(igutt.eq.-l) then 
readdl,40) qfile 

open(unit=13,file=qfile,status='old') 
read(l3,*) nstepi 
do 1202 i=l,nn 

readdS,*) item,r(i , 1) ,r(i ,2) ,r(i ,3) 
1202 continue 

do 1204 i=l,nn 

read(l3,*) item,v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3) 
1204 continue 

endif 

do 101 i=l,nn 
do 102 ix=l,3 

if (r(i,ix).gt.side) r(i,ix)=r(i,ix)-side 
if (r(i,ix).lt.0.0) r(i,ix)=r(i,ix)+side 

102 continue 

write(21,42) (r(i,j),j=l,3) 
101 continue 

42 format(lx,3fl0.6) 
write(21,*)' ' 
write(21,*)' input mass in unit of a.m.u.' 
write(21,*)' ' 
do 104 i=l,nn 
write(21,43) xmass(i) 

104 continue 
write(21,*)' ' 

43 format(lx,fl0.4) 
c 
c initial forces and ace 

call force(r,siet,fvec) 
if(nh.ne.O) then 
call hforce(r,het,hfvec,sif) 
etot=siet+het 
do 400 i=l,nh 
j=nsi+i 
do 400 ix=l,3 
fvec(j,ix)=hfvec(i,ix) 

400 continue 
do 401 i=l,nsi 
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do 401 ix=l,3 

fvec(i,ix)=fvec(i,ix)+sif(i,ix) 
401 continue 

else 
etot=siet 
endif 
do 105 i=l,nn 
do 106 ix=l,3 

acc=fovermp*fvec(i,ix)/xmass(i) 
accold(i,ix)=acc 

106 continue 
105 continue 
c 
c Assign initial velocities 

if(igutt.gt.0) then 
call MXWELL(tini,nn,v) 
endif 
do 1350 i=l,nn 
write(21,42) (v(i,j),j=l,3) 

1350 continue 

c 

c make a local excitation (hot spot) at iexl-iex2 bond 
c give excessive kine energy 0.1-5.0 eV. 
c take a random velocity distribution to become exkin 
c each atom has 0.5*exkin 

if(iex.eq.l) then 
t ex=(2.dO/3.dO)*exkin*l1604.OdO 
CALL EXCITATION(tex,1,exv) 
write(21,115) (exvd , j) , j=l,3) 

115 format(/,lx, ' exvl,exv2,exv3:',3f10.5,/) 
do 110 ix=l,3 
v(iexl,ix) = exv(l,ix) 

110 continue 
t k i n = 0 . 0 
do 111 i= l ,nn 
v2=(v(i , l )**2+v(i ,2)**2+v(i ,3)**2) 
tt=(1,dO/2,dO)*xmass(i)*v2*(1,dO/fovermp) 
tk in=tk in+t t 

111 continue 
c 1 eV = kBoltzmann * (11,604 K) 

tempi=(2.dO/3.dO)*tkin*11604.OdO/dfloat(nn) 
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write(21,45) tkin 

45 format(' initial nuclear kinetic energy=',f15.8) 
endif 

if(iex.eq.2) then 

tex= (2.dO/3.dO)*exkin*11604.OdO/2.dO 
CALL EXCITATION(tex,2,exv) 
write(21,115) (exv(l,j),j=l,3) 
write(21,115) (exv(2,j).j=l,3) 
do 120 ix=l,3 

v(iexl,ix) = exv(l,ix) 
v(iex2,ix) = exv(2,ix) 

120 continue 
tkin =0.0 
do 121 i=l,nn 
v2=(v(i,l)**2+v(i,2)**2+v(i,3)**2) 
tt=(l.dO/2.dO)*xmass(i)*v2*(l.dO/fovermp) 
tkin=tkin+tt 

121 continue 
c 1 eV = kBoltzmann * (11,604 K) 

tempi= (2 . dO/3. dO) *tkin*11604. OdO/df l oa t (nn) 
w r i t e ( 2 1 , 4 5 ) t k i n 
endif 
i f ( i e x . e q . O ) then 
tkin=0.dO 
endif 
g e t o t = e t o t + t k i n 
w r i t e ( 2 1 , 4 6 ) g e t o t 

46 format(' grsind etot=nuclear kinetic +potential=',f 15 .8) 
etota=etot/dfloat(nn) 
getota=getot/dfloat(nn) 
write(21,47) etota 

47 format(' total energy per atom=',f15.8) 
write(21,48) getota 
getotO=getota 

48 format(' total grand energy per atom=',f15.8) 

c-
itime=0 
if(ih.eq.O) then 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,1)-r(iex2,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex2,3)) 
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if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 

dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rij=dsqrt(dsq) 

xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(iex3,l)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex3,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex3,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rij2=dsqrt(dsq) 
write(9,93) itime,rij,rij2 

93 format(lx,i5,2fl0.6) 
endif 

if(ih.eq.1.and.iex2.le.54) then 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(iex2,l)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex2,3) ) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rij=dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(ihl,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(ihl,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(ihl,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rhij=dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iex2,l)-r(ihl,l)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iex2,2)-r(ihl,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iex2,3)-r(ihl,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rhij 2=dsqrt(dsq) 

http://and.iex2.le.54
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write(9,91) itime,rij ,rhij ,rhij2 
91 format(lx,i5,3fl0.6) 

endif 

if (ih.eq. Land. iex2.ge. 55) then 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(iex2,l)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex2,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rij=dsqrt(dsq) 
write(9,92) itime,rij 

92 format(lx,i5,fl0.6) 
endif 
if(ih.eq.2) then 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,1)-r(iex2,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex2,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if (zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rij=dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(ihl,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(ihl,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(ihl,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rhij =dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(ih2,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(ih2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(ih2,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rhij 2=dsqrt(dsq) 
write(9,91) itime,rij,rhij,rhij2 
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endif 
c if(iex.ne.O) then 

exkin=0.dO 

v2=v(iexl,l)**2+v(iexl,2)**2+v(iexl,3)**2 
tte=(l.eO/2.eO)*xmass(iexl)*v2*(l.e0/fovermp) 
exkin=exkin+tte 

v2=v(iex2,l)**2+v(iex2,2)**2+v(iex2,3)**2 
tte=(l.eO/2.eO)*xmass(iex2)*v2*(l.eO/fovermp) 
exkin=exkin+tt e 
extemp=(2.eO/3.eO)*exkin*11604.OeO/dfloat(2) 
write(7,1330) itime,exkin,extemp 

1330 format(lx,i5,fl0.5,fl6.3) 
c endif 

write(21,*) 
write(21,*) 
write(21,*) 
write(21,*) 
write(21,*) 

begin md simulation' 

kimchi=0 
iqstep=0 
do 3000 itime=nstepi,nend 
kimchi=kimchi+l 
write(21,*)' 
write(21,*)' time step = ',itime 
write(21,*)' 

c 
c E Q U A T I O N S O F M O T I O N 
c 
c 
c 

c Verlet algorithm to move atoms in time or use Gear algorithm 

c 
c Verlet algorithm below 

c 
c the acceleration is in units of angs/(fs**2). 
c the force is in units of ev/angs. 

c 
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call force(r,siet,fvec) 
if(nh.ne.O) then 

call hforce(r,het,hfvec,sif) 
etot=siet+het 
do 410 i=l,nh 
j=nsi+i 

do 410 ix=l,3 

fvec(j,ix)=hfvec(i,ix) 

410 continue 
do 411 i=l,nsi 
do 411 ix=l,3 
fvec(i,ix)=fvec(i,ix)+sif(i,ix) 

411 continue 
else 
etot=siet 
endif 
do 140 i=l,nn 
do 141 ix=l,3 
acc=fovermp*fvec(i,ix)/xmass(i) 
v(i,ix)=v(i,ix)+((acc+accold(i,ix))/2.eO)*dt 
accold(i,ix)=acc 
dr(i,ix)=0.5eO*acc*dt*dt+v(i,ix)*dt 

141 continue 
140 continue 
c 
c now compute kinetic energy 

tkin=O.OeO 
do 150 i=l,nn 
v2=(v(i,l)**2+v(i,2)**2+v(i,3)**2) 
tt=d.e0/2.e0)*xmass(i)*v2 * (1. eO/f overmp) 
tkin=tkin+tt 

150 continue 
c 1 eV = kBoltzmann * (11,604 K) 

tempi=(2.eO/3.eO)*tkin*11604.OeO/dfloat(nn) 
tsum=tsum+tempi 

c 
c MOVE the atoms 

c 

do 170 i=l,nn 
do 171 ix=l,3 

r(i,ix)=r(i,ix)+dr(i,ix) 
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171 continue 
170 continue 

c WRITE DATA FILES 

c 
if (kimchi .eq.nkim) then 
write(10,*) tempi 
write(21,50) tkin 

50 format(' nuclear kinetic energy=',f15.8) 

getot=etot+tkin 
c write(21,51) getot 
c51 format(' grand etot=nuclear kinetic +potential=',f15.8) 

etota=etot/dfloat(nn) 
getota=getot/dfloat(nn) 
write(21,52) etota 

52 formate total energy per atom=',f 15.8) 

c write(21,53) getota 
c if(itime.eq.l)getotO=getota 
c53 format(' total grand energy per atom=',f15.8) 

if(ih.eq.O) then 
xdi s=dabs(r(iexl,1)-r(iex2,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex2,3) ) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 

rij=dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(iex3,l)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex3,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex3,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 

rij2=dsqrt(dsq) 
write(9,93) itime,rij,rij2 

endif 
i f ( i h . e q . l ) then 
xdis=dabs(r( iexl , l ) - r ( iex2, l ) ) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex2,2)) 
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zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex2,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rij=dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,1)-r(ihl,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(ihl,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(ihl,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rhij =dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iex2,1)-r(ihl,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iex2,2)-r(ihl,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iex2,3)-r(ihl,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rhij 2=dsqrt(dsq) 
write(9,91) itime,rij,rhij,rhij2 

endif 
if(ih.eq.2) then 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(iex2,l)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(iex2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(iex2,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 

rij=dsqrt(dsq) 
xdis=dabs(r(iexl,l)-r(ihl,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(ihl,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(ihl,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 

rhij =dsqrt(dsq) 
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xdis=dabs(r(iexl,1)-r(ih2,1)) 
ydis=dabs(r(iexl,2)-r(ih2,2)) 
zdis=dabs(r(iexl,3)-r(ih2,3)) 
if(xdis.gt.sideh) xdis=side-xdis 
if(ydis.gt.sideh) ydis=side-ydis 
if(zdis.gt.sideh) zdis=side-zdis 
dsq=(xdis**2)+(ydis**2)+(zdis**2) 
rhij 2=dsqrt(dsq) 

write(9,91) itime,rij,rhij,rhij2 
endif 

c if(iex.ne.O) then 
exkin=0.dO 

v2=v(iexl,l)**2+v(iexl,2)**2+v(iexl,3)**2 
tte=d.eO/2.eO)*xmass (iexl) *v2*(l.e0/f overmp) 
exkin=exkin+tte 

v2=v(iex2,l)**2+v(iex2,2)**2+v(iex2,3)**2 
tte=(l.eO/2.eO)*xmass(iex2)*v2*d,eO/fovermp) 
exkin=exkin+tte 
extemp=(2.eO/3,eO)*exkin*11604,OeO/dfloat(2) 
write(7,1330) itime,exkin,extemp 

c endif 
kimchi=0 
else 
endif 

c 
c FINISHED WRITING DATA FILES 
c 
c Q U E N C H 
c 
c quench the velocities if (iquench.ne.0) 

if(iquench.eq.O) goto 3000 
kquench=0 
if (iquench.eq.-l.and.tempi.It.tempold)kquench=l 
if(iquench.gt.0.and.iqstep.eq.iquench) then 
kquench=l 
iqstep=0 
else 

iqstep=iqstep+l 
endif 
if(iquench.eq.-3)kquench=3 
if(iquench.eq.-4)kquench=2 
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c Set all the velcities eind derivatives to zero if quench. 
if(kquench.eq.1) then 
do 900 i=l,nn 
do 900 ix=l,3 
v(i,ix)=0.0 

900 continue 
end if 

c Camonical MD (constant temperature MD) 
c The simplest way is velocity scaling method 
c The input parameters are the anneal temp (twemt) and 
c cind trelax (relaxation time) . They specifies how rapidly 
c the cell is forced to twant. 

if(i quench.eq.-2)then 
rfac2 = (1.0 + dt/trelax*(twant/tempi-1.0)) 
if(rfac2.le.0.0)then 
write(21 ,*)'bad choice of cinneal parameters' 

stop 
endif 
sc=dsqrt(rfac2) 
do 910 i=l,nn 
do 910 ix=l,3 
v(i,ix)=v(i,ix)*sc 

910 continue 
endif 

c Power Quench 
c each atom is quenched indepently. 
c if velcity and forces are opposite direction 
c then we quench that velocity component. 

if(kquench.eq.3)then 
do 920 i=l,nn 
dotx=fvec(i,l)*v(i,l) 
doty=fvec(i,2)*v(i,2) 
dotz=fvec(i,3)*v(i,3) 
if(dotx.lt.0.0)then 
v(i,l)=0.0 
endif 
if(doty.It.0.0)then 

http://dotx.lt
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v(i,2)=0.0 
endif 

if(dotz.lt.0.0)then 
v(i,3)=0.0 
endif 

920 continue 
end if 

c check toleremces, stop if reached tolercinces. 
fmax =0.0 
do 930 i=l,nn 
do 930 ix=l,3 
comfv=abs(fvec(i,ix)) 
if(comfv.gt.fmax) fmax=comfv 

930 continue 
if (fmax.le.fortol) then 
write(21,*) 'force tolerance reached,fortol=',fortol 
go to 7000 
endif 
if (dabs (etot-etotold) .It .etol.cind. itime .ne .nstepi) then 
write(*,*) 'energy tolerance reached,etol=',etol 
go to 7000 
endif 
tempold=tempi 
etotold=etot 

3000 continue 
c end of time loop. 
7000 tempave=tsum/nend 

writedO,*) ' ' 
writedO,*) 'average temperature =',tempave 
open(unit=4,file='xv.gf3',status='new') 
write(4,*) itime 
do 7100 i=l,nn 

write(4.7110) i,r(i,1),r(i,2),r(i,3) 

7100 continue 
do 7200 i=l,nn 
write(4,7110) i,v(i,1),v(i,2),v(i,3) 

7200 continue 
7110 f ormat dx,i5,3f 12.8) 

close(unit=ll) 
close(unit=12) 

http://dotz.lt
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close(unit=21) 
stop 
end 


